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Counting on Kevin?
Cardinals find answer
at guard position
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Game plans
Racers' quick start
too much for KSU
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Free classes
Courses to be offered
at Adult Learning Center
See page 2
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News In Brief
President Reagan undergoes
'
routine
'
prostate surgery
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan underwent what was
described as "very routine" prostate surgery at Bethesda Naval
Hospital today, and his doctor said afterward a preliminary examination "shows no suspicion of cancer."
Army Col. John Hutton, the presidential physician, issued a brief
statement saying the operation "began at 8:15 (a.m. EST) and took
about an hour. It was a very routine transurethral resection.
"The procedure went very smoothly. There was nothing out of the
ordinary."
The operation, to relieve what a spokesman described as "mild,
recurring discomfort," was performed after a weekend physical examination that found no new evidence of colon cancer, which Reagan
suffered in July 1985.
Prostate tissue removed during today's surgery will be examined
in the laboratory, but Hutton said a "prelizninitry view of all
specimens shows no suspicion of cancer"-•
The 75-year-old president was believed to be suffering from an
enlarged prostate, a common ailment in older men.
On Sunday, Reagan's private physicians, working at the hospital
just outside Washington,found and removed four small polyps, small
fleshy growths similar to several found in earlier examinations, from
NReagan's colon. Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes said today
that overnight laboratory examination of tissue from that procedure
had showed they were "benign, as expected."
Although Reagan still is scheduled for a computerized X-ray examination of his internal organs Tuesday, Hutton said all tests so far
"show no evidence of a recurrence of the cancer found in July 1985."

20 CENTS

First $1 trillion budget proposed today
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan today proposed a
$1.024 trillion budget for fiscal 1988
and invited Congress to join him in
dealing the federal deficit "a
crucial blow" with record cuts in
farm and other domestic programs, but without raising taxes.
The spending proposal,
Reagan's seventh and the first
ever submitted by any president
topping $1 trillion, calls for $42
billion in cuts, program eliminations and other savings, many
recycled from previous Reagan
budgets.

The president said these
measures would trim the federal
deficit to $107.8 billion, a shade
under the $108 billion level called
for by the Gramm-Rudman
budget-balancing law.
"In submitting this budget, lam
doing my part of the bargain —
and on schedule," Reagan said in
a message accompanying the
budget. nI ask Congress to do the
same. If the deficit-reduction
goals were to be abandoned, we
could see unparalled spending
growth that this nation cannot
afford."

The budget would raise defense
spending authority to $312 billion
— the smallest military increase
yet sought by Reagan but up from
the $289 billion approved by Congress last year.
Spending authority, usually used when discussing the military
budget, is a measure of legal
authority for current as well as
future outlays. In terms of 1988
outlays alone, the defense budget
would rise to $289.3 billion next
year under the new Reagan
budget, up from $282.2 billion this
year.

straight shot
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Work continues on the fourlaning of U.S. 641 through
Murray as crews were busy
this morning making
measurements for the curbs
and sidewalks along Chestnut
Street near the U.S. 641 pro.
j•3ct. Above, Paul Lowery,
from Tolu, peers through a
transit on Chestnut Street; at
left is standard-bearer Walter
Johnson of Kuttawa. Both men
are employees of Jim Smith
Construction, primary contractors in the four-laning.

The British royal family
Numbers indicate positions in line of succession to the throne
Queen Elizabeth II
Born 1926
Married Philip Duke
of Edinburgh

*9 Princess Margaret
Born 1930
Marned Antony
Earl of Snowdon
[divorced]

*10 David
Viscount
Linley
Born 1961
*1 Charles
Pnnce of Wales
Born 1948
Marned Lady
Diana Spencer
*2 Prince
William
Born 1982

*8 Princess Anne
Born 1950
Married Capt
Mark Phillips

*3 Prince
Homy
Born 1984

*11 Lady Sarah
Armstrong-Jones
Born 1964

*4 Prince
Andrew
Born 1960
Marned
Sarah Ferguson

*7 Peter Phillips
Born 1977

*5 Prince
Edward
Born 1964

*8 Zara Anne
Elizabeth Phillips
Born 1981

Chicago Tribune Graphoc.
British Consulate arid Chicago Tribune news reports
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Forecast
Tonight will be mostly clear
with a low around 30 and light
southeast wind. Tuesday will be
mostly sunny, breezy and
milder with a high in the mid
50s. Southeast wind will be 5 to
15 mph.
Exteaded Forecast
A chance of showers Wednesday. Mostly cloudy Thursday
with a chance of rain or snow
Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
384 7
Barkley Lake
354.8
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New test awaits those who seek
local office of circuit court clerk
Beginning this year, people who that a candidate be 21, a citizen of
-want to run for the circuit court Kentucky, have lived in the counclerk's office will have to pass a ty, and be certified.
Hodges said the Supreme Court
ftve-part test to be eligible.
The new Kentucky Supreme felt that this final requirement
Court ruling, adopted last August, needed to have some meaning.
calls for a minimum score of 70 to Candidates, he said should show
get on the ballot Current holders some demonstration of their
of the office are exempt from the ability.
As for the incumbants who are
ruling.
Gene Hodges, deputy director of not required to take the test,
the Administrative Office of the Hodges said, most of them actualCourts said, the reasoning behind ly developed the procedures and
the testing is because the clerk's have been going to classes twice a
office has become very complex year.
He said that section 100 of the KenCalloway County Circuit Court
tucky Constitution has required Clerk Ann Wilson said, "I'm sure

that it's a good idea or the Kentucky Supreme Court would not

Rescue
CHASE, Md. (AP)
workers using cranes today dug
bodies and a survivor out of a
crumpled Amtrak train that
derailed in a high-speed collision
with three locomotives, killing at
least 12 people and injuring 175 in
Amtrak's worst accident ever.
The impact Sunday piled three
passenger cars, atop each -other.
Traffic on the busy Northeast rail
corridor was still blocked today,
and at least 24 trains had been
canceled, Amtrak said.
Officials said the Colonial,
bound from Washington, D.C., for
Boston and Springfield, Mass.,
with about 520 people aboard, was
going at least 90 mph when it slammed into one of three Conrail
locomotives on a switch that
merges four tracks into two.
The Conrail diesels had apparently run a stop signal, they
said.
All 12 cars of the Amtrak train
derailed as well as the two electric
Amtrak locomotives, and five of
the passenger cars toppled on
their sides, said Amtrak
spokesman Larry Case.
"You were sitting there, and
there were a few bangs, and then
you were on the floor," said
passenger Larry Habber, 27, of
New York City.
Carol Bourne, 30, also of New
York City, said she helped pull a
4-year-old girl to safety. "She was
screaming. I just grabbed her, and
got out of there. I couldn't look for
my bags."
At least 12 people died in the
wreck, Gov. Harry Hughes said at
a news conference Sunday night.
By 4:30 a.m. today, 11 bodies
had been pulled from the
wreckage, and rescue workers,
who used cranes to pull apart
some of the metal, were searching
for more.

secretary of justice of this U.S.
commonwealth, said Sunday.
Rlierti Cruz told a news conference the arsonists used "an incendiary substance," but added:
"We dismittll an explosive device
or a bomb to produce this fire."

Rescuers used a saw to cut a
hole in the top car's roof and worked for hours using prying tools to
try to reach two women, a man
and a girl. More than six hours
after the wreck, the girl, one
woman and the man were removed, dead.
The other woman was taken by
helicopter to University of
Maryland Hospital's ShockTraume Unit in Baltimore.
"She is in extremely bad shape,
but she's still alive," said Frank
Wilson, spokesman for Baltimore
County Fire Department.
Officials said there apparently
were no passengers in the crushed
bottom car.
The crash reduced one of the
diesel locomotives to rubble and
ripped a four-foot section of the
train's first car cleanly away.
lineer was killt:
si
The Amtre
_Op.%
engine'_•-•
ed, and tbe
away from the crash, said
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have passed the ruling."
The test will be given only once
a year and will be administered
this year on Jan. 17,9a.m., at Kentucky State University in
Frankfort.
The five parts of the examination are designed to test skills in
reading, mathematics, accounting, personnel policies and
general practices related to the
clerk's office.
A 400-page study book is
available from the state Administrative Office of the Courts.

Hotel fire deliberately set; arsonist sought
blaze that also injured about•140
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico(AP —
Investigators say they are focus. people. Government officials have
ing on flammable chemical said the fire may be related to a
labor dispute at the hotel, but have
substances in trying to determine
how arsonists set Du% ruirinnt,...,,affered no proof.
"The investigation nOw iIng
Plaza Hotel fire that killed 96
to determine which person or how
people
Authorities did not name any
many Persons participated in this
crime,' Hector Rivera Cruz,
suspects in the New Year's Eve

(Coat'd on page 2)

Efforts still
underway for
survivors of
Amtrak crash

Elsewhere...
JERUSALEM — Despite a Vatican ban on visiting the Jerusalem
offices of Israeli leaders, Cardinal John J. O'Connor went to the office
of President Chaim Herzog and will meet with Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres.
WASHINGTON — With promises of a slow, careful, coordinated investigation, the special committees being set up by the House and
Senate to probe the Iran-Contra connection will begin work this week.
WASHINGTON — The 100th Congress convenes Tuesday with
Democrats, in control of both houses for the first time in six years,
hoping to seize the legislative initiative from President Reagan on
issues ranging from arms control to trade.
WASHINGTON — Education Secretary William' J. Bennett says
American teachers might consider taking on more curriculum and
counseling duties the way teachers do in Japan.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Nearly a year after the Challenger
explosion that killed seven astronauts, NASA is burying the wreckage
of the space shuttle. Starting today, the wreckage is to be lowered by
crane SO feet underground -into two abandoned Minuteman missile
silos two miles down the beach from where the shuttle was launched
Jan. 28.

The new budget calls for $1.7
trillion in military outlays over the
next five years. Reagan said this
represents what is "minimally
necessary to maintain national
security.'
Still, the defense budget promises to be among the most hotly
debated of the presidential
proposals.
The year-old Gramm-Rudman
law seeks to eliminte annual
deficits by 1991. Although partially
Invalidated by the Supreme Court,
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Budget...
((isord ham page 1)
Reagan told Congress the law's
targets ahouid be heeded anyway
to guard against "potentially
fiscally irresponsible congressonal action on a multitude of
aperuting programs."
"If this deficit is not brought
under control by limiting government spending, we put in jeopardy
all we have achieved," Reagan
said.
The administration anticipates
a budget deficit of $173.2 billion in
the current year, down from the
record $230.7 billion of 1906, and
says that in 1908 the deficit would
decline to $150 billion even in the
absence of additional measures a level the Congressional Budget
Office says is about $19 billion too
optimistic.
ROOM add this decline is "a
major turn for the better" but that
further progress through additional spending cuts is needed.
Many of the same programs
Reagan unsucessfully put on the
chopping block in previous
budgets - Amtrak rail service,
college loans, food stamps, housing programs and mass transit are again targeted in the new proposal for deep cuts or elimination.
Reagan proposed eliminating
federal Amtrak subsidiees entirely and selling the rail passenger
corporation's Washington-New
York-Boston line.
Farm programs would come in
for some of the deepest cuts of all
In the new budget.
Spending on all farm programs
would be slashed to $26.3 billion
from the current $31.1 billion, with
spending reduced to $18.2 billion
by 1990.
The proposed changes would
reduce government farm target
prices by 10 percent per year "to
reduce incentives to overproduce." The current maximum
3260,000 that an individual farmer
can receive would be slashed to
$50,000.
Reagan said current farm subsidies are far too high. -This situalion is untenable and must be
changed.'Some programs would get increased aid under the new proThe budget calls for a 28 percent
increase, or $118 million, for the
government's program to combat
acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) calling the usually
fatal disease "the administraton's
highest public health priority."
The budget beaded for an uncer-

;
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lain fate on Capitol Hill, especially
now that both chambers are under
Democratic control.
And, as they have done in
previous years, congressional
leaders voiced skepticism in advance toward the proposal.
"I don't like to call it dead on arrival, but it's obviously going to be
reworked considerably," House
Republican LAader Robert Michel
of Illinois said on Sunday.
Reagan conceded that many of
his previous cost-cutting proposals
had been unsuccessful. "Congress
... has rejected most of these proposals; hence, our progress
toward reducing the deficit has
been much more modest than it
could have been."
The new budget projects $916.6
billion in receipts for fiscal 1988,
which begins next Oct. 1; up from
the $842.4 billion estimated in the
current !twat year.
And while it doesn't specifically
call for tax increases, $23 billion of
the estimated $42 billion in deficit
savings in the new plan would
come from new revenues.
These would include sales to
private investors of a variety of
government assets, ranging from
Amtrak to the Bonneville Power
Administration, oil reserves in
California and Wyoming and
billions of dollars of existing loans.
Other new revenues would come
from tightened enforcement by
the Internal Revenue Service of
tax offenders and from a variety
of "user fees," ranging from
higher charges for aquiring
government-backed mortgages to
higher fees for using national
parks and a perennial adminstration favorite, a fee on boaters for
Coast Guard services.
"The 1988 budget can deal the
deficit a crucial blow,' Reagan
said. "Given the good start made
In 1987, Congress has an opportunity this year - by enacting this
budget - to put the wost of the
deficit problem behind us."
Here are some highlights of the
president's new budget:
-Federal subsidies for college
student loans would be wiped out.
Students would be charged full
market-rate interest on such loans
from the day they entered school.
Federal subsidies for campus jobs
would also be ended.
-Members of Congress and
other top federal officials would
get salary increases, but Reagan
said congressional pay would be
less than the $135,000 a presidential pay commission recently
recommended.
-Spending for the space shuttle

and other apace programs would
be increased to $5.6 billion from
the current $4.3 billion.
-Spending for international affairs, including foreign aid, now
$14.6 billion, would be increased to
$15.2 billion. Administration officials said the budget included a
request for $106 million in continued aid to anti-government Contra rebels in Nicraragua.
-Most grants for mass transit
systems would be eliminated, a
carryover from previous Reagan
proposals.
-The administration would sell
government oil reserves in Wyoming and California and five powermarketing administrations, including the Bonneville Power Administration. Funds for
electricity-producing programs of
the Tennessee Valley Authority
would be cut.
-Loan-origination and insurance fees charged by the
Federal Housing Administration
(FHA) for government-backed
mortgages would be made more
competitive with conventional
loans and home-buyers would no
longer be permitted to finance the
closing costs of such mortgages.
Fees for Veterans Administration
loans would go from the current 1
percent to 2.5 percent.
The budget is not legislation as
such but a spending blueprint,
even though many of its proposals
would require congressonal
action.
Under the Constitution, Congress is solely responsible for initiating spending and tax
measures - although the appropriations and taxing bills to accomplish these ends are subject to
presidential veto.
Democrats, who now control
both chambers of Congress, indicated that the new Reagan
budget faces the same uphill
struggle that its predecessors
encountered.
"The first thing we need is
cooperation. The second thing we
need is some realism and fairness.
... Realism means we can't start
off with smoke and mirrors
again," said theHouse Budget
Committee chairman, Rep.
William H. Gray III, D-Pa.
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., the
new Senate majority leader, said
he may seek an early floor vote on
the budget - even though one isn't
required - to demonstrate how
little political support it has.
Gray was interviewed Sunday
on NBC's "Meet the Press," while
Byrd and Michel were interviewed
on ABC's "This Week with David
Brinkley."

Crash...
((.mni tress page I)
spokeswoman Susan Martin. The
Conrail fireman, the only other
crew member on the three-diesel
unit, suffered a broken leg, said
Conrail spokesman Bob Lipkind.
About 175 passengers were
taken to 10 hospitals; 78 were
seriously injured, said Baltimore
County Executive Dennis
Rasmussen.
The worst previous wreck for
Amtrak, which began operations
in 1971, killed 11 people on June 10,
1971, in Salem, ill.
Sunday's was the worst U.S.
train accident since a commuter
train accident in Chic,age killed 45
people Oct. 30, 1972.
The two Conrail crew members
will undergo drug tests and niterviews, said John Riley, administrator of the Federal
Railroad Administration.
"T'he signal for the Amtrak
should have indicated to proceed.
The signal for the Conrail should
have indicated to come to an absolute stop," Riley said.
Four recorders similar to the
black boxes on airplanes had been
recovered, three'from the Conrail
locomotives and another apparently from the passenger train,
Riley said.
In addition, he said, the switch
has an event recorder that tells
which swathes have which signals
showing.
Amtrak carries more people on
the Boston-Washington corridor
than do airlines - about 28,000 on
a typical day.

Free adult classes offered
at Murray State this spring
Free classes for adult students
In English grammar, general
mathematics, reading skills and
writing skills are scheduled to
begin in mid-January at the Adult
Learning Center in Room 206 of
Stewart Stadium at Murray State
University.
Both the English grammar and
general,mathematics classes will
meet on a Monday, Wednesday
and Friday schedule from Jan. 12
through March 20. The grammar
class is scheduled from 8:30 to 10
a.m. and the math class from
10:30 to noon.
The reading and writing skills
classes will meet on a Tuesday
and Thursday schedule from Jan.
13 through March 19. The reading
class is scheduled from 9 to 10:30
and the writing class from 11 a.m.
to noon.
Chuck Guthrie, coordinator of
the Adult Learning Center, said
adults 16 or older who are not now
enrolled in public school or college
are eligible for classes on a firstcome,first-served basis. He added
that each class will be limited to 10
students.
According to Guthrie, the
classes should be helpful to:
students preparing for the GED
high school equivalency or the
ACT examination, adult students
preparing to take a college
freshman English course or voca-

Fire...

Fears of TVA
privatization
are overblown
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Fears that a new study panel
seeks to make the Tennessee
Valley Authority a private utility
are overblown, says a
spokeswoman for Virginia Gov.
Gerald Baliles.
Baffles, who heads the Southern
States Energy Board, recently set
up a 16-member advisory panel
which begins a two-day meeting
here today to study the TVA's
power demands, supplies and
problems.
"(News) articles that have appeared indicate a premature conclusion of what the purpose of the
committee is," Chris Bridge,
Barnes' press secretary, said in a
recent interview.

(Coat'd from page 1)
Explosive devices were ruled
out, he said, despite testimony
from witnesses at the hotel's pool
and nearby beach that they heard
explosions at about the time the
fire started.
However, the New York Times
today quoted Guerry Thornton Jr.,
an Atlanta attorney, as saying a
lawyer working for his firm learned from local investigators that
evidence indicated "two bombs
were planted and both went off."
Thornton was quoted as saying
the bombs were "not professionally made devices, more like
Molotov cocktails."
Neither Rivera Cruz nor Andrew
Vita, supervisor of the 30-agent
team from the federal Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
would comment on precisely
where the fire started, how it
spread, what chemicals may have
been used or whether there was a

tional school students who are required to take an entrance
achievement test.
He said it should also benefit
parents who need to review basic
educational skills to tutor their
children and other adults who enjoy learning for personal
satisfaction.
Students may enroll in the
classes by visiting the Adult Lear
rang Center between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by calling 762-6971.

Fire personnel called
to fires over holiday
Fire Marshal Phil Owens
reported two calls over the New
Year's holiday.
On Jan. 1, the fire department
was called to the Murray Calloway
County Hospital at 6:58 p.m. After
an investigation, no fire was found
and the call occured because of a
malfunction in an automatic fire
alarm.
Firemen were also called to
Cain's AMC Jeep on N. 12th St. on
Jan. 2 at 5:31 a.m. A small fire was
put out with a portable extinguisher. No damage was
reported from the fire which
resulted from a short in an
underground electrical circuit, according to Owens.
connection between the explosions
and the blaze.
The investigation from the start
focused on the possibility of arson.
Gov. Rafael Hernandez Colon
cited a labor dispute at the hotel as
a possible motive.
His statements focused attention on Teamsters Local 901,
which represents kitchen and
other non-casino workers at the
hotel. However, Hernandez Colon
never specifically blamed the
union or the hotel.
Calls to the homes of the local's
secretary-treasurer, Jose Cadiz,
and union attorney Jorge Farinacci went unanswered Sunday. Cadiz
has maintained the union was not
Involved in the fire.
Most of the bodies recovered
from the ballroom, casino and
lower four floors were charred
beyond recognition. After five
days, forensics experts and
pathologists had identified only 48
of them.
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623 South 4th
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Welfare
dependency
cycle
The federal anti-poverty
The administration's initiaeffort is a wasteful jumble of tive is prompted by promis59 major and 40 minor pro- ing welfare reform experigrams. The major programs ments already under way in
alone cost more than $132 bil- several states. For instance,
lion a year; it's said that last year California's DemoWashington could cut that cratic-led Legislature and
outlay in half and lift every- Republican Gov:. George
one above the poverty level Deukmejian's administration
simply by handing the cash joined forces to enact a workdirectly to poor people.
fare program that will be
Recently, White House do- fully implemented in 1990.
mestic policy chief Charles
The California program,
Hobbs unveiled proposals called GAIN for Greater Avethat would (1) inject efficien- nues for Independence, will
cy into the vast program, and give recipients a choice of ed(2) attempt -to ,accomplish ucation, work or training prowhat existing programs have grams. They also will be
failed to do: help an under- given transportation, childclass inured to poverty and care and clothing allowances.
welfare achieve independ- Upon completion of training,
ence.
GAIN participants will be asPessimists and critics sisted in finding jobs during a
(often one and the same) are certain period. If unsuccessquick to point out that Presi- ful, they may then be asdent Reagan's hope to accom- signed work with public agenplish with welfare reform cies or non-profit private
what was achieved this year groups.
with tax reform doesn't have
Critics of such a program
a chance because of the resay
it is somehow demeaning
cent Democratic electoral
require
to
the poor to earn
victory in the Senate and the
benefits. We diswelfare
their
arms-to-Iran issue. We beGovernment
agree.
has a
lieve it would be wrong to
obligation both to remoral
sentence welfare reform to a
stalemate because there is a cipients and taxpayers to
able-bodied recipients
strong public constituency in help
develop
the skills required to
favor of it.
become
part of the work
The key to Mr. Hobbs' proof depending on
instead
force
posals is to hand over to state
payment
social-service
a
and
and local 'officials greater
system.
discretion on spending antipoverty money. As matters
A similar program in
stand, state and local depart- Massachusetts is expected to
ments are restricted by 6,000 save millions of dollars this
pages of federal laws and
year. The Reagan administraregulations. The federal tion's initiative would encourmoney would continue to be age more such creative apthere, but local officials proaches to the cumbersome,
would be encouraged to ex- costly welfare system, and
periment in the restructuring
we urge Congress to give it
of public assistance.
strong consideration.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verirication. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger Si
Times, Bo: 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

Koch caught in Catch-22
It's not easy to feel sorry for
Mayor Ed Koch of New York.
Anybody who volunteers for the
job of trying to manage that city
deserves what he gets.
But I can't help sympathizing
with Koch over the way his latest
problem is turning out.
If you read newspapers, you
know about the ugly racial attack
that occurred in the all-white
Howard Beach neighborhood of
Queens.
A mob of teen-agers, eager to
prove their manhood and stupidity, attacked three black men
whose car had broken down
nearby.
They chased them like a pack of
vicious dogs. They beat them with
baseball bats, a tree limb and
their fists.
One of the black men tried to
escape by running through a hole
in a fence and crossing a busy
highway. He was hit by a car and
killed.
From what I've read, the New
York police did a good job in
quickly tracking down the worst of
the young thugs, one of whom said
that his career goal was to become
a Mafia boss.
Prosecutors moved quickly, bringing charges of second-degree
murder and manslaughter.
The police also were firm in
keeping the peace when angry
black protestors marched into the
white neighborhood and were met

by the usual crowd of shouting
boobs who don't mind having their
hate-contorted faces shown on the
tube.
Except for sounding naive when
he said that he expected such
things to happen in the Deep
South, not New York, Koch uttered
most of the correct cliches — condemning racism, violence, hate
and bopping one's fellow man with
Louisville sluggers.
In other words, those who are
supposed to uphold and enforce
the law did their jobs. And the next
step would have been for the case
to come to trial and the guilty
punished.
But now it turns out that those
who swung the baseball bats didn't
corner the market on stupidity.
When the prosecutors asked the
two surviving black victims to
testify, the answer was no.
Their lawyers said that the two
black men wouldn't testify
because they didn't like the way
the case was being handled. They
said they believe the fix is in.
For reasons only they know, the
two black men and their lawyers
have decided that the guy driving
the car that killed the third man
had been part of the mob. They
say he drove on that high-speed
highway for the purpose of running down the man who was trying
to escape.
The police say, in effect, that
their theory is nuts. They have

checked the man out and he had
nothing to do with the attack. It
was simply his misfortune to be
driving along on a busy highway —
like thousands of other motorists
— when someone rushed out of the
darkness into his path.
And the police and prosecutors
have pleaded with the two black
men and their lawyers to give
them whatever evidence they
might have that the motorist was
involved with the attackers.
But no. The two men, through
their lawyers, have offered no
evidence to back up their charges
that there is a fix. They just keep
spouting off that there is a fix.
So a couple of days ago, the case
came to court for arraignment.
The judge asked for witnesses.
The prosecution had to tell him
that the witnesses — the men who
were beaten — weren't willing to
testify.
No witnesses, no case. The
judge had no choice but to order
the murder and manslaughter
charges dropped. Only a more
minor charge remains.
When the judge made his ruling,
black spectators in the courtroom
began shouting about injustice and
racism. It didn't occur the them to
shout at the two lawyers for keeping their clients muzzled.
So Koch has seen an awful situation — the racial attack — become
even worse. Because the serious
charges were dropped, blacks all
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Ten years ago
The longest labor— strike in
history of Murray has ended. By a
vote of 302 to 181, members of
United Auto Workers Local 1068
yesterday ratified a 3% year contract to return to work at Murray
Division of Tappan CO. The strike
began June 23, 1975.
Melissa Easley and M.H. Ryan,
re-elected to Murray Independent
School Board in November, were
sworn in on Jan. 3 by Sheila Shaw,
treasurer of board. Elected as
chairman was Donald Henry and
as vice chairman, Mrs. Easley.
Dr. James F. Thompson, since
1967 a professor of economics at
Murray State University, has bee
named to board of directors of
Louisville Branch of Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis for a
three-year term to begin Jan. 1,
1977.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Norwood
will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Jan. 9.
Twenty years ago
The main lobby of Murray
Hospital is being remodeled to
give additional cdfice space. The
increased number of patients and

over New York now believe that
the fix was indeed in.
But the only reason the charges
were dropped is because the victims' lawyers — apparently working some rabble-rousing angle of
their own — won't let the victims
testify.
The only way they'll testify, the
lawyers say, is if the driver of the
car is abs charged with murder.
--in-:other words, unless an apparently innocent man is charged
with a crime he didn't commit,
they won't testify against those
who are probably guilty.
I suppose the victims might
have an excuse for this strange
line of reasoning,Being whacked
on the head with baseball bats can
addle the brain.
But nobody hit the lawyers on
their heads.
Maybe that's the solution. Koch
ought to grab a bat of his own.

Letters To
The Editor

MCCH staff
commended
Dear Editor:
The administration and staff at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital are to be commended for
the fine support services which
are offered in our community. The
Cancer Support Group is a particularly innovative concept. This
group meets each Tuesday from 2
p.m. to 3 p.m. at the hospital and
gives support to current cancer
patients, those in remission, and to
their family and friends. Being a
cancer survivor myself, I find the
chance to share with others is a
wonderful opportunity. No one can
truly imagine the terror of the
diagnosis of cancer, unless you
have been there. Often the fear of
radiation or chemotherapy is immenently more scary than the
cancer itself.
I would urge anyone in the Murray area whose life has been
challenged by cancer to join us at
our weekly meetings.
Kathy Perkins
311 North 7th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

PACA active
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the medicare program has increased the demand for clerical
assistance and business office
staff is being increased to meet
this demand; according to hospital
authorities.
Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Parrish
observed their 50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 29.
Miss Pamela Ross, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gillard Ross, and
Carl Thomas Hoke, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Hoke, were married
Dec. 17 at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
A3c Dan Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. G.B. Jones, has completed
basic training at Air Force Base at
Amarillo, Texas. He will now be
stationed at Elmendorf Base near
Anchorage, Alaska.
Thirty years ago
Jeff D. Shroat has announced his
retirement after being in business
for 38 years at Shroat Bros. Meat
Market, located on North Fifth
Street, Murray. His brother, L.C.
Shroat, now wW operate the firm
as Shroat's Meat Market. -Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Ramsey,
Dec. 22, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

James Suiter, Dec. 30.
The Rev. Howard Nichols,
pastor of First Christian Church,
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced by
the Rev. Paul T. Lyles.
Murray State College Racers
beat Middle Tennessee College
Raiders by the score of 98 to 68 in a
basketball game. High team
scorers were Gerald Tabers for
Murray and Johnny Price for
Middle.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Here is a succinct yet thoughtful
definition of knowledge from the
Chinese philosopher Confucius:
Shall I teach you what
knowledge Is? When you
know a thing, to recognize
that you know it, and when
you do not know a thing, to
recognize that you do no
know it. That is knowledge.

in community
Dear Editor:
I would like to commend Bonita
Britt Hopkins for her hard work in
organizing PACA (Parents
Against Child Abandonment).
PACA's goals are to assist
custodial parents to receive the
child support pledged them in
divorce settlements and to work
with parents who find it difficult to
make those payments.
The Court system is limited in
the type of assistance it can provide and the result of criminal prosecution is only a temporary improvement on the children's
welfare.
I would urge all the citizens of
Calloway County to support PACA
and to help prevent one form of
child abuse-neglect.
Sincerely
Michael D. Ward
Commonwealth's Attorney
Calloway and Marshall
Counties
120 East 12th St.
P.O. Box 395
Benton, Ky. 42025

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
MURRAY CABLEVISION'S
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MURRAY TODAY
DR.Garr
Peter
Gott, M D

Cough and hernia
seem unrelated
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT - Upper-G.t. Xrays show that I have a small hiatal
hernia. I take Tagamet and have
raised the head of my bed However. I
still have a cough that is alway present My doctor is not certain if it is
related to the hernia. What do you
think'
DEAR READER - Coughing is not
usually related to a small hiata,1 hernia -- a weakness in the diaphragm
muscles that allows gastric juice to
flow back into the esophagus and
cause indigestion.
You should ask your doctor to investigate the reason for your cough
However the hernia is probably a
separate issue.
To give you more information. I'm

sending you a free cos
aio! my Heal
Health
report on HIATAL
NIA. Others
who would like a copy should send $1
and their name and address to P.0
Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101-3428
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR GOTT - Every time I
wear imported shoes constructed
from manmade materials, my feet
get numb and tingly My doctor said I
was allergic to some material that
leaches out of the shoe as my foot gets
warm. How can I determine what's
causing the problem'
DEAR READER - The substances
most likely to cause your symptoms
are the hydrocarbons in thisp/astic or
the coloring agents in the material of
the shoe. When your feet heat up during the day, they perspire; the moisture can cause trace amounts of the
substances to dissolve and produce
the skin irritation. ((IN ADDITION))
Some experts beliesre that manmade
shoe materials do not -breathe" as
well as leather and other natural materials, therefore, feet get warmer
and reactions are more likely to take
place. Also, feet naturally get larger
as the day goes on; naturatniterials
stretch along with the feet, but manmades have less give - and this can
cause numbness and tingling. The answer to the problem is to purchase
shoes made of non-synthetics.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I wake up every morning hurting across the kid-

ney area, and when I take a deep
breath, it hurts worse. The pain goes
away after I get out of bed and move
around. I've never known anyone with
this symptom. so I'm hesitant to see a
doctor
DEAR READER - Morning lowback pain is a common symptom of
arthritis or muscle stiffness. The back
pain of arthritis usually does not improve with exercise, so I suspect that
your symptoms are due to muscle tension and spasm. Changing to a firmer
mattress might help. If it doesn't,
check with your doctor for a precise
diagnosis
DEAR DR. GOTT - A couple of
weeks ago I had a thymoma tumor removed from the lung area. It was not
attached and was noncancerous. What
causes these tumors and how can they
be prevented'
DEAR READER -- Thymoma is a
benign tumor of the thymus gland, an
organ that is the central gland of the
lymphatic system Thymomas are
significant because they can contribute to the neuromuscular weakness
called myasthenia gravis, they also
may be linked to some non-AIDS immune-deficiency disorders_ No one is
certain how and why this tumor appears; therefore, there's no known
way in which to avoid it.
1N7 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Shults approved for foreign service
RICHMOND, Va. - The
Southern Baptist Foreign Mission
Board approved 50 young adults
for training as journeymen during
its December meeting in
Richmond.
These include Justin Shuns, 1323
Poplar St., Murray, who has been
assigned as a church youth three.
tor in Tamuning, Guam. He most
recently was employed as a

Ando Oaks
fisheries' biologist at Tennessee
Valley Authority in Land Between
the Lakes.
Shuns received his B.S. degree

et;v%
z
CLINT EASTWOOD
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Walt Disney's Classic

and
the ramp

from Murray State University in
December 1906. In Baptist Student
Union he was in charge of
fellowship and was international
chairman. He is a member of
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Shults also was a simmer
sionary in Kenya. sponsored by

THE FATE OF THE FUTURE
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Jan. 2,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissioa
Thorn baby boy, mother,
Deborah, 1101 Dunlap, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Ruby Hale, 900 Coldwater
Rd., Murray; Miss Effie Kirksey,
Box 2351, University Station,
Murray;
Mrs. Hildreth Brown, Rt. 1, Dexter; John Pittman, Rt. 1, Box 133,
Hazel;
Mrs. Irene Purcell, Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton; Mrs.
Kristy Harris and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Box 352, Benton;
Bud Manning, Box 257, Hazel;
Leon Boyd, Rt. 3, Murray;
Luther Gooch, Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Eloise Lee, Box 97, Hardin;
Mrs. Betty Morris, 910 Johnny
Robertson Rd., Murray; Mrs.
Nancy Callicott, Rt. 2, Box MIS,
Springville, Tenn.;
Larry Denton, 712 North Third
St., Union City, Tenn.; Mrs. Karen

Bel-Air Laundry
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Each
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Eldridge and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
97, Almo;
James Morris. 1214 Melrose,
Murray; Armon Lee, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Karen Koebel, Rt. 6, Benton; Dustin Howard, 1415 Vine St,
Murray.
One newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 3, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Wainscott baby boy, parents,
Ben and Laura, 308 Edgewood,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Reldon Norsworthy, Box MC,
Hamlin; Mrs. Mary Cain, Rt. 7,
Murray;
Hubert Dowdy, 506 South
Seventh St., Murray; Mrs. Estelle
Grogan, Rt. 4, box 109, Murray;
Mrs. Lisa Berberich and baby
boy, Rt. 8, Box 366, Murray; Mrs.
Judith Fuqua, Rt. 1, Box 160,
Farmington;
Miss Katherine Thorn, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Miss Romell Haws, Rt. 2,
Box 212, Murray; Terry Starks,
Rt. 2, Hazel.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Jan.
4, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Farley baby girl, parents,
Kathleen and Oatman, 1011 Olive
St., Murray.
Disminals
Mrs. Wavel Cassity, 1664 College Terrace, Murray; Joshua
Collins, Rt. 8, Benton;
Mrs. Lisa Douglas and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 26, Mayfield; Mrs.
Julia Harp, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville;
M.ochael Daniel, 1511 Martin's
Chapel Rd., Murray; Mrs. Brenda
Stallings and baby girl, Box 182,

CORN-AUSTIN
will be closed Tues. to prepare
for their Famous Storewide
Clearance Sale which
starts Wed. at 9:00 a.m.
"Good service, good coverage,
good price-
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Rev. Napier
at meeting
The Rev. Marvin L. Napier,
minister of Palestine and Russell
Chapel United Methodist Churches, is attending the United
Methodist Church's annual
evangelism meeting in Portland,
Ore., today through Thursday,
Jan. 8.
More -thin 350 ministers and
laypersons are expected to attend.
Rev. Napier will be one of 60
ministers to preach in Portland
and surrounding cities on Sunday,
Jan. 11. He has been invited to
speak at Seliwood United
Methodist Church in Portland.
That afternoon he will lead a
workshop on "Evangelism in the
Local Church."
The meeting is being held at the
Red Lion/Jantzen Beach Inn,
Portland. The theme of the national conference is "Build UP My
Church."
Speakers will include Bishop
Calvin D. McConnell of Portland,
Dr. Sundo Kim of Seoul, Korea,
Bishop Roy C. Nichols of Pittsburgh area, Dr. H. Eddie Fox,
assistant general secretary of the
Board of Discipleship, Nashville,
Bishop Woodie White of Minois
area, the Rev. Gerry Charlotte
Phelphs of San Jose, Calif., Dr.
Joe Harding of General Board of
Discipleship, Nashville, the Rev.
Carl Harris of Orangeburg, S.C.,
and the rev. Juan Carlos Ortiz,
world evangelist.

Scouts at Brandon Springs
Two Junior Girl Scout troops from Murray recently spent two nights
at Brandon Springs Group Camp at Land Between the Lakes. The
sports' oriented weekend earned the girls two badges for participating in volley ball, horseshoes, archery and learning double
dutch. Nearly 100 junior scouts from Western Kentucky attended. En.
joying a brief get-acquainted session are some of the members of
Troop No. 318 - Heidi Hill, Beth Vance and Tina Brandon; and Troop
883 members - Katherine Cofer, Lori Cook and Megan Harrington.
Other troop members attending from Troop 318 were Annie Forrester, Erin Owen, Carrie Bell, Jaimie Morton, Christy White,
Shawna Thompson and Mandy Van Dyke; and troop leaders Marie
Forrester and Brenda Owen. Also attending from Troop 883 were
Rachel Cella, Mary Maddox, Vickie Rowland, Naomi Piercy, Renee
Cannon and leader Debra Cofer.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

Newborn admissions and dismissals
at local hospital listed for three days

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242

7 00 Only

Kentucky Baptist Convention.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. N.
Mack Shults, Southern Baptist
missionaries in North Brazil, who
recently spent a year in Murray
while on furlough. He was born in

Jo
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Matthew Dennis Pillow born

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Stay clear of financial involvements with others now. A friendship
seems shaky, but you know where
you stand with a partner who remains
supportive.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Guard against moodiness with
business colleagues. Gains can be
made now, but it requires some hard
work and self-discipline.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Concentration is not at its best on
the job, so try not to overlook
anything important. Send thank you
notes and return those phone calls.
VIRGO
(Aug.2310 Sept.22)
Devote extra energies to the things
that need to be done at home base. A
tendency to be critical makes dating
Problematic tonight.
LIBRA
lb
{Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Try not to be faultfinding with a
family member. Instead do what is
expected of you. In the long run those
irksome little things don't count Tor
much.
SCORPIO
(Oct.2310 Nov.21)
COE
You could have words with someone at work, though the recommended course of: action is to keep
still and apply yourself diligently to
duties.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You owe it to someone, to meet
together socially, and you owe it to
yourself not to spend too freely.
You'll find that recreation now gets
you out of yourself.

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Pillow of 1402 McFadden, Paris, Tenn., are
the parents of a son, Matthew Dennis, weighing seven pounds three
ounces, born on Monday, Dec. 29, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Debbie Wainscott. Grandparents
are Fred Wainscott of Paris and the late Mrs. Sylvia Wainscott and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pillow.

(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You're the one who's complaining
and therefore you should tend to
those domestic duties, that need
immediate attention. Stop picking on
others.

Puryear, Tenn.;
WMiam Miller, Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Pamela Reed and baby boy,
Box 942, Murray;
Mrs. Minnie Kimbro, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Rosa Horton and baby
girl, 914 Coldwater Rd., Murray;
Dwaine Musgrow, 206 North
Cherry, Murray.

(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You're ready to take an academic
interest seriously, but you may be
overlooking important details about a
career matter. Don't be flippant with
higher-ups.

TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pli
You may be second-guessing yourself about a recently made decision.
Stop worrying and concentrate on
putting your financial affairs on a
sound basis.

DATEBOOK
Scouts plan training sessions
Murray-Calloway County Neighborhood Girl Scout Core will meet
Tuesday, Jan.6, at 7 p.m. and Wednesday, Jan. 7,at9 a.m. at the Girl
Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street, Murray. All cookie chairmen and
leaders must attend one of these sessions to receive training for the
1987 cookie sale.

Local patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include
the following: Charles Cooper of Hardin from Western Baptist;
Charles Owens of Murray and Glenn Rudolph of Hardin from
Lourdes.

Wesley Thomas Callicott born
Mr. and Mrs.(by Callicott of Springville, Tenn., are the parents of
a son, Wesley Thomas, weighing seven pounds seven ounces, born on
Friday, Dec. 26, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Nancy Moss. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Callicott of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moss of Knoxville, Tenn.

Kappas will meet Tuesday'
Kappa Departrnent of Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet
Tuesday, Jan. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. "Cabin Fever Activities" will be the theme of the program. Hostesses will be Melisa
Stark, Brenda Hobbs and Dana Bazzell. Sabrina Karraker and Gale
Vinson, co-chairmen, and Janis Hicks, vice chairman, urge all
members to attend.

ToughLove group will meet
ToughLove, a support group for parents of "problem" adolescents,
Is scheduled to meetTuesday, Jan.6, at 7 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 Main St., Murray. For more information call 753-2498 or
753-7447.

Groups will meet at hospital
Two special groups will meet Tuesday, Jan. 6, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The Cancer Support Group for cancer patients, their
families and friends will meet at 2 p.m. in private dining room of the
hospital. Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2 p.m. in third floor
classroom of hospital. The class is conducted by a registered
dietitian.

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS
(Jan.2010 Feb. 18)

A

A friend sets you straight about a
rumor that's making the rounds.
When to speak up and when to be
silent is the question you have to deal
with today.

PISCES
wage
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
silage
Both making and spending money
are on your mind today. It seems that
judgment could be off when shopping, but on target with business
affairs.
IF BORN TODAY, you work well
with groups often from the vantage
point of a counselor. Though you're a
good analyst of social problems, you
may be somewhat of a loner. You are
both philosophical and creative.
You'd make a good writer and may
also he drawn to show business.
Though you are a person of principles, you must be careful not to
become intolerant of people with
different viewpoints

7 15 9 30
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Coming community events are announced
Masday,Jan.5
Kentucky Barkley Baas 'n' Gals
Club is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
at Golden Corral Restaurant
Murray-C—sAl —
ow—ay County
Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
annex of Calloway Public Library.
Parents Against Child Abandonment (PACA) will meet at 7 p.m.
In basement of First Christian
Church.
Murray Lodge No. 106 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
———
Games are scheduled at 7:30
p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This
is for members only.
————
Schools in Calloway County and
Murray City School Systems will
begin classes today.
————
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity Girls will play a basketball game with Carlisle County at
6 p.m. at Murray.

THE ACES®
BOBBY WOLFF
'A fool sees not the same tree that a
wise man sees."
•
— William Blake.
Put yourself in today's East chair
and plan your defense against the
spade game. The clues are there.
Can you find the defense to beat the
game?
East wins his club ace and everything hinges on East's next play.
What happens if he returns a "safe"
club to dummy's king?
Dummy wins and the trump finesse loses to West's king, but declarer is safe. He must surrender a
trick to the diamond ace, but that
leaves him 10 tricks, and he scores
the game.
What should East consider before
playing to the second trick? He
should count his defensive winners,
add them to those partner might
have and search for the most likely
way to score four tricks.
In today's case, East has two sure
tricks; therefore, West must contribute two more. Hearts and clubs
are out, leaving trumps and diamonds. Had West held a singleton
diamond, he might well have led it,
so the best chance is to play West
for two diamonds and a quick trump
trick.
At trick two, East leads a low diamond. When West wins his trump
king, he leads his last diamond to
East's ace, and the diamond ruff
nets the defenders their fourth
trick.
NORTH
I-5-A
4 J 10 5
IPAKJ
•K Q 1098
KQ
WEST
EAST
•K 7 2
+63
IP 6 53
•9 8 7 2
•A 6 3
•4 2
•J 10 9 8 3
4 A 7 54
SOUTH
4A Q 98 4
Q 104
•J 7 5
+62
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
1•
Pass
1•
Pass
Pass
3•
2 NT
Pass
3*
Pass
4•
All pass
Opening lead Club jack

Mesday,Jae.5
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at First Christian Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399, 753-7764
or 753-7663.
————
Murray State University Racer
basketball team will play
Evansville at 7:30 p.m. in Racer
Arena.
————
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-8851.
————
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
have a general meeting at 7 p.m.
at church.
————
Deacons of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m.
————
January Bible Study will start at
6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
————
Tuesday,Jan.6
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway County
Health Center.
————
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters will meet in libraray of
Calloway County High Scool
following Calloway-Ballard
freshman basketball game.
————
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house.
————
Murray-Calloway Neighborhood
Girl Scout Core will meet at 7 p.m.
at Girl Scout cabin.
————
ToughLove, support group for
parents of "problem''
adolescents, will meet at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For
information call 753-2498 or
753-7447.
————
Health Express of Murray.

Tuesday,Jan.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Central Shopping Center, Murray, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 3
p.m.
————
Cancer Support Group will meet
In private dining mom and Diet
and Diabetes will meet in third
floor classroom, both at 2 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Douglas Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
————
First United Methodist Chtirch
Women will meet at 11:30 a.m. in
social hall. Executive Board will
meet at 10:15 a.m.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
————
Murray Moose Lodge will have
a business meeting at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7 p.m.
————
AA will meet at '8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will
meet at noon at Sirloin Stockade,
Murray.
————
First Baptist Church WMU will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in church
chapel.
————
January Bible Study will start at
6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
————
Dorothy Group of First Baptist
Church WMU will meet at 11 a.m.
in Fellowship Hall.

BACON — TWO EGGS — HASH BROWN POTATOES
Choice of Biscuits with white gravy, toast or buttermilk pancakes

(Cont'd from page 4)

Louisville, but considers Feira de
Santana, North Brazil, his
hometown.
Those missionaries approved
compose the 25th group of college
graduates under 27 years old going
overseas to work two years
alongside career missionaries.
Four married couples are in the
group.
Two of the potential journeymen
are from Saskatchewan, Canada,
and the others are from 23 states,

Including Alaska. They will fill
assignments as teachers; youth,
music and student workers;
clerical workers and librarians;
and a physician, as well as others.
Those who receive medical
clearance and successfully complete a five-week training session
at Cauthen Missionary Learning
Center in Rockville, Va., will be
commissioned by the board Feb.
27, 1987. They are scheduled to go
to 27 countries.

ttp
AT MURRAY STAT

Sarum!6 a.m. HI 11 ass. Mon.-Fri.

ENG 230-66
HIS 221-66

MON.-SAT. JAN. 5-10

Men's Top Quality

HEC 211-66
MKT 260-66'

Suits
On Sale For

$5950
Reg. $79.50
'20 Off the Reg. Price
Available
Also
Quality Men's Suits
Other
Top
Of All

+8

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
At Now Location — East South and 5th St.
(Dillon Manufacturing Building)
Mayfield, Kentucky — Phone 247-2757
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.4 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Visa & Mastercard Accepted

Continuing Education

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION COURSES
For 1987 Spring Semester
COURSE
ANT 140:66

SALE

NIVERSITY

Center for

r2.25

South holds:

0.

Shults...

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

I-5-B

ANSWER: Diamond 10. Hope for
partner to have an entry and a heart
to lead through East.

—of Flint Baptist
Mission groups
Church are scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at church

Brownie Troop No.965 had a campout at Bear Creek Girl Scout Camp
near Jonathan Creek recently. The girls earned an outdoor fur patch
and half of a dancerize patch. Leaders of Troop 965 are Lynn Grit
fiths, Louise Roach and Jan Roberson. Pictured around the table are,
from left, Summer Roberson, Kasy Chrisman, Neely Green, Rebecca
Britt, Heather Roach, Darlene Foster, Linda Skaggs, Carrie Griffiths, Louise Roach, Beth brockway, Jessica Jones and Stacey
Foster.

OLD MAN WINTER

Cri

South
3•
Pass

•••••••

First Presbyterian Church
Choir will rehearse at 6:30 p.m.
————
January Bible Study will start at
6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Fellowship supper will be at 5:30
p.m. Adult Choir will rehearse at
7:45 p.m.
————
Bible study will be at 9:30 a.m.
In parlor of First Baptist Church.
————
Hazel and Douglas Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
————
Mission groups of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at chtch.

Brownies at camp

'1053tan

LEAD WITH THE ACES

•A K J 9 7 4 2
•10 9 8
+32
North
West
East
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass

Tuesday,Jan.1
Bea Walker Group of First Bap..
list Church WMU will meet with
Anne Vinson at 7:30 p.m
————
Skating party by Southwest
Calloway Elementary School will
be from 6 to 8 p.m at Roller
Skating of Murray.
————
Wednesday,Jas.7
Report cards will be distributed
at 8:25 a.m. homeroom and will be
collected at 2:50 p.m. homeroom
at Murray High School.
————
Murray-Calloway Neighborhood
Girl Scout Core will meet at 9 a.m.
at Girl Scout Cabin.
————
Murray-Calloway Interagency
for representatives of all helping
agencies in Murray and Calloway
County will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Golden Corral Restaurant.
————
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at? p.m.
at church.

SEC 640-66

SUBJECT
Intro to Cultural Anthropology
"Faces of Culture1st meeting 2/3/87 7 p m
Special Topics
The Shakespeare Hour"
American Experience to 1865
The American Story/
tst meeting 1/22/87. 6 p m
Child Development
The Growing Years"
Introduction to Marketing
"Principles of Marketing"
Middle School Curriculum
The Middle School
1st meeting 1/17/87 98 m.

CRS TIME
3 KET

.DAYS
APR

P
FH
L50
AC8E

INSTRUCTOR
S Jones

ON CAMPUS
MEETINGS

KET

APR

APR

K Tucker

3. ,KET

APR

FH507

R. Hatton

4

3

KET

APR

APR

A Car.
r

0

3

KET

APR

APR

G Brockway

0

:3

KET

APR

VVE 118

T Whitfield

3

4-5

• Students who wish to receive credit for MKT 360 (a business core requirement) may do so by taking a challenge exam alter completing MKT.260. ligyse
exams are administered by the Dean s office in the College of Busrness and Public Affairs
REGISTRATION . You may register tor these courses CI( at the Center tor Continuing Education 305 Sparks Hall (2) at Late Registration. January 12-13
Curris Center. or (3) at Evening Registration in the Curtis Center Ballroom on January 14, IS 19. 20
For additional information. please contact Continuing Education. Sparks Hall, 762-2086

WEEKEND CLASSES
Time
Subject
9 a m -12 pm
Introductory Astronomy
5.9 pm
Introduction to
9an7 75Tm.,_
Interpersonal.Cornmuotca.Q.0
_
(1st Mtg 1/23. meets 5 weekendsi
5-9 p
Interpersonal
SAT 381
9 a m -5 pm
-Communication
(1st meeting 1/30. meets 5 weekends
5p
,
'SAT 584-94
Advanced Organizational Comm
9
5-a
9m 5 p rr
(1st Mtg 1/23 meets 5 VVkendsi
pm
'SAT 683-94
Seminar in Comm Variables
pm
(1st Mtg 1-16 Meets 5 VVkends)
.-5
Brat
class
meeting
9
am
at
the
•Graduate level
Register tor these classes

Course
AST 115-94
SAT 181-94

CRS
3
3

Days
Sat
Fri

Place
BL 157
WI 308

Instructor

WI 308

J Biggs

B Burnley
J Biggs

Sat
nr•

3

Fri

3
3

Fri

WI 306

Sat
Fri
Sat

W1306 '

V Gantt

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE!
Savings up to 75% off on all Clothing
*Includes Accessories, Jewelry, Handbags,
Skirts and Suits
Fashions By: Emmanuel, Esprit,
Liz Claiborne, Intuition and
Gr(mg4,&ortszear.
*Guess Watches and Jeans

Conference
champions
defeated

Racers' quick start
too much for KSU
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
There are game plans and then
there are game plans. Murray
State Racer coach Steve Newton
provided his club with a game
plan, Jan. 3, that went over
without a hitch as Murray cruised
to a 69-53 win over Kentucky State.
• We were concerned about their
speed," Newton said. "I was
pleased with our ability to keep it
in a half court game. They like W."
run up and down the court and it
was our game plan to prevent
them from doing that."
The Racers opened the game
with a 14-0 spurt, as Kentucky
State shot just 39.1 percent in the
first half.
"I felt like that was a good game
plan," Racer point guard Don
Mann said. "We had more size
than them inside."
Murray outrebounded Kentucky
State, 31-25.
Guard Greg Cheatham,
however, kept the Thoroughbreds
in the game, pouring in 37 points,
playing the entire game without a
rest.
As has been the UWE all season,
however,forward Jeff Martin and
guard Don Mann provided the bulk
of MSU's work-load.
Martin led the Racers with 20
points and 10 rebounds. He also
blocked three shots and dished out
three assists.
The 5-9 Mann scored 12 points
and handed out six assists.
"I'm comfortable with being a
leader," Mann said. "A point
guard is supposed to be a leader
and Jeff seems comfortable with
It, too. He has started ever since
the first game last year."
Newton, who doesn't try to
disguise the fact that the Racers
rely on Mann and Martin, believes
that his other players are becoming a key and will take on continued importance as the season
wears on.

"Moving (Craig) Eversoll inaide (from guard to forward) has
helped us and, of course George
Kimbrough does all of the intangible things for us," the second-year
coach said.
lAta,rtin

110JVCRAT

7-14.

11-41, 20,, alsereoll 2-5. 2-2, 6. Tiller
•
Kirnbrough 1-1. 2-4. 4,
5.3.114
Mann'441. 2-1,, 12, Ford 2-6. 0-0, 4„
..36,80msg-1W1.-041.11, Gold a-a. 2-11. S.
bloCi
. *hoary,0.1.041.0. rlowers. 0-0.
0-0,, 0, Ogden 0-1; 3-3„ 3. TOTAL-SAO& is-110. No.
PCMN'T'UCKY STATE- Seel 0-1, 0-0,
0, Cheettosorro 11-16, 0-0. 27. Outlaw.
0-1, 0-0. 0. Bowles 1-5, 0-0, 2. Spears
1-2. 0-0„ 2. Burnside

1-2. 0-0. 2,

Anderson 0-1, 0-0, Q. Robinson 2-5.
0-0, •. Wright 0-2, 2-4. 2. Burt 0-3,
1-2, 1. Chsatum 1-2. 0-0, 2, 14Utori
8-6.

1-2.

11.

Foster

0-0, 0-0, 0

TOTALS- 22-441, 4-8. 53
Attendance- 2,480

Eversoll, a 6-6 junior transfer,
scored six points and added four
rebounds, an assist and a blocked
shot.
Sophomore center Wayne Tiller
scorecl nine points and brought
downfour rebounds and freshman
forward Doug Gold came in from
the bench and scored six, shooting
2-2 from the field and 2-3 from the
line.
The Racers, after dropping five
games on a seven-game road trip,
now face five home games in just
nine days.
"We're talking about momentum now and getting on a roll,"
Newton said. "It's just great to be
home? Thcee bags had been packed for a long time."
"I think it (losing games) was a
lack of experience. The yosmg
guys didn't have confidence. They
needed to get out there and play,"
Mann said. "I'm comfortable with
the way we're playing now."
Murray State hosts Evansville,
tonight, at 7:30

Racer forward Jeff Martin gets a slam against Kentucky State, Jan. 3. Martin's 20 points led the Racers to a
09-53 win. This transition basket was set up by one of Don Mann's six assists.
nolo by Clay Walker

Johnson more magical than ever in L.A. win
By The Associated Press
Everyone' knows Earvin
"Magic" Johnson is a great
passer, a fine rebounder and a
pretty good scorer. But this
season, Johnson is also a super
shooter.
"It appears to me that he's
shooting so much better than I've
seen in the past and that makes
him so much more dangerous,"
Utah coach Frank Layden said
Sunday night after Johnson paced

the Los Angeles Lakers past the
Jazz 121-113.
The Lakers, leading the NBA
with a 25-6 record, won their
seventh straight game as Johnson
had 26 points, 11 assists and 10
rebounds.
Johnson is averaging 23.4 points
per game and leading the Lakers
in scoring for the first time in his
seven seasons. Johnson, 12th in the
NBA in scoring, has averaged 18.3
points in his career.

TONIGHT
Murray State
vs.
Evansville

"Magic is Magic," Utah's Kelly
Tripucka said. "He doesn't have
too many slumps and that's the
mark of a great professional. He
does more this year, but he's
capable of it: rebounding, assists,
shooting."
In other games, Phoenix beat
Golden State 104-101 and Portland
defeated Sacramento 128-111.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored 21
points and James Worthy 19 as the
Ulcers beat Utah for the eighth
straight time dating back to the
1984-85 season.
Karl Malone, who scored 35
points for visiting Utah, capped a
10-0 streak that pulled the Jazz
within 98-89 with 8:07 left in the

game. But Johnson responded
with eight points and Michael
Cooper had five during a 13-4 burst
as Los Angeles took command.
The Jazz lost for the third
straight time following a 12-game
winning streak.
SUIIS 164, Warriors 101
Rookie guard Jeff Hornacek
scored four points in the final 33
seconds, helping Phoenix end a
five-game losing streak.
Hornacek made a jump shot
with 33 seconds remaining to give
the Suns a 102-99 lead and, after
Eric Floyd had a layup for the host
Warriors, Hornacek was fouled
grabbing a rebound and sank two

free throws with five seconds left.
Alvan Adams scored 13 of his 25
points in the fourth quarter, sparking a 21-5 streak that rallied
Phoenix from an 86-74 deficit with
7:57 remaining.
Joe Barry Carroll scored 23
points for Golden State.
Trail Blazers 128
Kings 111
Clyde Drexler scored 26 points,
including 16 in the third quarter,
as Portland won for the 14th time
In its last 18 games.
Steve Johnson added 20 points
and Jim Paxson scored 19 for the
host Trail Blazers. Derek Smith
scored 25 points for Sacramento.

COLLEGE
COMES
TO YOU
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at the Murray State Fieldhouse
Tip Off is at 7:30 p.m.
Bring your family for
an evening of fun!

1-800-432-0970
KET TELECOURSES •

Tickets wiliblVilitailable
at the door.
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Cats down
Auburn in
SEC game
By CURT ANDERSON
Associated Press Writer
AUBURN, Ala. - Kentucky
coach Eddie Sutton doesn't- have
much height on his 11th-ranked
basketball team, but he does not
need it with the three-point goal
and Rex Chapman around.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
,
;
-.
1

By BARRY W1LNER
AP Sports Writer
Like two teams on all encompassing missions, the
Chicago Bears and New England
Patriots vowed that nothing less
than a return to the Super Bowl
would be satisfactory this season.
This weekend, those missions
came to an end as neither team
could reach its conference championship game.
Instead of the defending NFL
champion Bears and AFC titlist
Patriots, the New York Gianta,
Washington Redskins, Denver
Broncos and Cleveland Browns
stayed alive in the race to be in
Pasadena,Calif., on Jan.25 for the
Super Bowl. The Bears bowed out
Saturday in a 27-13 loss at home to
Washington, and the Patriots fell
In Denver, 22-17, on Sunday.
In the other game on Sunday,
the Giants routed San Francisco
49-3 and will host the Redskins in
the NYC championship game next
Sunday. Cleveland edged the New
York Jets 23-20 in double overtime
to earn the right to host the AFC
final.
Broncos 22, Patriots 17
The Patriots won't be back in
the Super Bowl thanks greatly to a
gutsy performance by Denver
quarterback John Elway.
Shrugging off an ankle injury
which forced him out of the game
late in the second period, Elway
found Vance Johnson on a 48-yard
touchdown pass on the final play of
the third quarter. Elway, who
earlier had run 22 yards for a
score, might have cost the Broncos a TD earlier when he protested
an official's decision by spiking
the ball, drawing a 5-yard penalty.
Denver wound up with a field goal
on that drive.
Giants 49,49ers 3
In what was expected to be a
close game, the Giants won their
10th straight in devastating
fashion. Phil Simms threw four
touchdown passes, Joe Morris ran
for two more and the defense
limited the 49ers to 184 yards total
offense and sent quarterback Joe
Montana to the hospital with a
concussion.
Simms hit Mark Bavaro on a
24-yard touchdown pass for a 7-0
lead after San Francisco's Jerry
Rice inexplicably fumbled the ball
as he headed to the end zone on
what looked like a 50-yard
touchdown pass play.
Browns 23, Jets 20
If the Giants get to the Super
Bowl, they might find the Browns
there, although with two minutes
remaining on Saturday, Cleveland
trailed the Jets 20-10. But Kevin
Mack scored on a 1-yard run, the
Jets failed to move the ball in
three plays and Bernie Kosar led
the Browns to a 22-yard field goal
by Mark Moseley that forced
overtime.
Moseley missed from 23 yards in
the first overtime but atoned for it
with a 27-yarder 2:02 into the second OT. Kosar set NFL playoff
records for passing yardage (489),
completions (33) and attempts
(64).

Chapman scored 21 of his 24
points in the second half, including
five three-point goals, as No. 11
Kentucky defeated No. 5 Auburn
63-60 Saturday night in a
Southeastern Conference basketball game.
Sutton, who lost forward
Winston Bennett for the season
with a knee injury, is starting
three guards and using the new
three-point line to compensate for
the lack of size
"We have worked extremely
hard on the three-point shot," Sutton said. "We have three or four
guys that can hit the three-pointer
"Rex Chapman Is an outstanding player., aryl 1- se ..tr• fos.
tunate to have a chance to coach
((bore of. p&p" 7)
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Cardinals find answer at guard position
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By GIL IAWSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVIII.F., Ky. - Nevada.
Reno coach Sonny Allen figures
his team is just a few seconds
short of having an 8-4 record.
Instead, the Wolf Pack is 6-6 as
it heads into tonight's game
against Louisville. The Cardinals,
5-6, trounced Rutgers 79-49 on
Saturday.
Nevada-Reno last Saturday to
Marshall 86-84 when Skip Henderson tipped in a shot as time ran
out. Last Tuesday, the Wolf Pack
lost in its own tournament to Northeast Lquthiana 69-68 on a lastsecond shot.
"I don't know how much it will
bother us," Allen said. "We'll
bounce back."
Louisville will face a small team
that relies on its quickness and
outside shooting. The biggest
Nevada-Reno player is 6-foot-8 forward David Wood, who averages

Kentucky
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Walls spent the early part of the
season recovering from an ankle
Injury, but has recovered.
"Kevin hasn't been able to do
much in practice, so consequently
we haven't been using him,"
coach Denny Crum said. "We
needed some leadership and
somebody to get the ball to the
open man."
Walls scored six of his nine
points in an 11-0 second-half run
that provided the spark for the
Cardinals.

Different Sale Items in Different Stores, But All Stores
Are Loaded With Budget Pleasers, Many Not Advertised
Here Come in Today for Best Selection'

Radio nook
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

80 MILL= IM

DISCOUNTS OFF REGULAR PRICES A APPLY TO

_

ta

•0

RADIO VALUES
16% to 45%

OFF
HI-Fl EQUIPMENT
28% to 50%

OFF
TV ANTENNAS

.

10% OFF

i 'V„":;afhl;12•

attention,
li see me.

PHONES AND ACCESSORIES

COLLEGE BASKETBALL POLL

1. Nevada-Las Vegas
(12-0) beat No. 9 Navy
104-79; beat CaliforniaIrvine 11442.
2. Purdue (9-1) lost to
No. 4 North Carolina
91-81; beat Towson State
94-58; beat Michigan
State 87-72.
3. Iowa (13-0) beat
California-Irvine 105-103;
beat Northwestern 8044.
. 4. North Carolina
(11-1) heat No. 2 Purdue
94-81; beat Southern
Methodist 88-88, OT; beat
La Salle 71-72.
5. Auburn (7-2) lost to
Texas-El Paso 87-82; kat
to No. 11 Kentucky 6310.
6. Indiana (10-1) beat
Ohio State 9240.
7. Syracuse (12-0) beat
Boston U.96-67; beat Connecticut 88-71.
8. Georgetown (9-1)
beat Long Beach State
86-77; lost to Beton Hall
7443.
9. Navy (6-2) lost to
No. 1 Nevada-Las Vegas
144-79; beat NorthCarolina-Wilmington
7248.
'
10. St. John's (9-1)teat
No. 18 Georgia Tech
62-53; lost to Villanova

62.54.
11. Kentucky (7-2) lost
to Georgia 69-85; beat No.
5 Auburn 83-80.
12. Kansas (7-3) lost to
Ohio State 79-78, OT; beat
Hawaii 81.80, GT.
13. Oklahoma (9-2) beat
Arkansas St. 77-57; beat
McNeese State 6843.
14. Temple (11-1) beat
Georgia Southern 80-61;
beat Toledo 75-68; beat
Rhode Island 81-68.
15. DePaul (10-0) beat
Peppercline 92-75; beat
Dayton 80-64.
18. Illinois (9-2) beat
Michigan 91544.
17. Pittsburgh (9-2)
beat Arkansas 114-82;
beat Wisconsin 98-82;
beat Providence 76-67.
18. Georgia Tech (7-3)
lost to No. 10 St. John's
82-53; beat Wake Forest
6549, oT.
19. North Carolina State
(9-2) beat Loyola, Ill.
97-85; beat Maryland
89_47.
20. Duke (9-1) beat Appaiachlan state gozo;
beat Northwestern
106-55; beat Virginia
70.63.

14% to 80%OFF

TOYS, GAMES & KITS
289/0 to 50%
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Full-Size Stereo 2-Way Bass-Reflex Voice-Actuated
Headphones
Speaker System Cassette Recorder

759-9888

Hello
Stranger!

..ci.6.9,4014
Hostess Kathryn Outland 7S3-3071 I
Asst. Hostess livelier, King 49241411
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Big Savings on These January Bargains and Many More!
Nova'-40 by Realistic

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/wbere questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, its my lob to help
yew get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
Sy bringing you some useful
gffts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

ELECTRONIC PARTS
10% to 50%

usO
pI.FF

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

SELECTED ITEMS ONLY

SURE

CLEARANC

Kentucky, 7-2 overall and 1-1 in
the SEC, overcame horrendous
first-half shooting to lead 25-21 at
intermission. The Wildcats hit only 28 percent in the first half, with
Chapman missing four of his five
attempts.
But the freshman caught fire in
the second half, hitting four consecutive three-point goals to pull
Kentucky to its double-digit lead.
The Tigers came back using the
fast break, getting three straight
dunks and a layup from forward
Chris Morris to stay close.
Davender chipped in with 13
points for Kentucky and forward
Richard Madison added 11 points
and 11 rebounds for the Wildcats.
Morris led Auburn, which dropped to 7-2 and 14, with 22 points.
Center Jeff Moore had 15 points
and 12 rebounds, and Ford scored
10 points.
Kentucky's next game is
Wednesday at home against
Alabama, which is tied with
Florida for the SEC lead with 2-0
records.

For health
insurance
with oldfashioned

Crum praised the 7-1 freshman
Spencer, who also had seven rebounds and five blocked shots in 24
minutes.
"That's the kind of effort it
takes. Maybe that'll be contagious
- if it is, hopefully we'll be on the
road again," Crum said. "We've
got to get eight or nine guys playing that hard, not just one or two."
Eric Riggins led Rutgers with 23
points, 15 of them in the first
period.
Rutgers fell to 2-8.

Crum said his team's outside
shooting, fast breaks and help
from the bench were the bright
spots in the victory.
"Those are three things we
haven't been getting that we got
tonight," he said.
Forward Herbert Crook led four
Cardinals in double figures, scoring 18 points and grabbing a gamehigh nine rebounds. Centerforward Pervis Ellison had 13
points, Kimbro 12 and reserve
center Felton Spencer 10.
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have come to No. 1 Nevada-Las
Vegas.
Louisville, meanwhile, may
have found a solution to its problems at the guard position.
Sophomore Kevin Walls made his
first start for Louisville and
scored nine points and handed out
three assists against Rutgers.
Louisville, the defending national champion, also turned the
ball over just eight times. The Cardinals had been averaging 19 turnovers a game.

•

(Ceard from page 6)
him."
The 6-foot-5 freshman's five
'
three-pointers in the second half
,w
staked Kentucky to a 13.-point lead
with 3:23 left in the game.
But Auburn, behind a tenacious
full-court press,, clawed back to
within 62-60 after guard Frank
Ford's three-point play with 46
seconds to go.
A steal with 23 seconds remaining gave Auburn possession and a
chance to tie, but guard Johnny
Lynn missed a three-point attempt
with five seconds left. Kentucky
guard Ed Davender then hit a free
throw to account for the final
margin.
Even though his team came
back and made a game of it,
Auburn coach Sonny Smith said
the Tigers didn't appear ready to
play.
"Kentucky outplayed us in
every phase of the game tonight,"
Smith said. "We were never able
to get one area of our game
going."

a
ir
tg

12.4 points and 9.2 rebounds a
game. He also leads the team in
three-pointers, hitting 18 of 37 for
48.6 percent.
Nevada-Reno has made 56 of 125
three-pointers for 44 percent
Their field goal shooting is slightly
better - 46.8 percent.
"We're going to be more aware
of the three-pointer against
Louisville," Allen said. "They're
big inside and we're not that
strong underneath, so they're cer.
tainly a team we'd be more likely
to shoot three-pointers against
than we would otherwise."
The Wolf Pack's leading scorers
are guards Boris King (19) and
Darryl Owens (13.7).
Allen said despite the small
lineup, his team has outrebounded
opponents by an average of 2.8 rebounds a game. He said his
players will have to prevent
Louisville from getting second and
third chances after missed shots.
Two of Nevada-Reno's losses

Nova 15 by Realtstic`

HALF
PRICE

HALF
PRICE

3995

2995

Cut
40
%

1495
Reg. 24.95

CTR-75 by Reallstic

Each
Reg. 79.95

No Silent "Gaps"
When Recording

Discover the magic of headphone stereo' Big 3`/7" drivers
for full-range sound '/4" plug
#33-993

Big 8" woofer for superb bass,
2'/2" tweeter. Genuine walnut
veneer 19" high #40-4034

HALF
PRICE

By Realistic

60 Minutes

99Each
Reg. 1.99
90 Minutes

Reg. 59.95
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IMAMS* TEST
0Heiriess Aids laid On ID Day TOW
•Oetterles/Servlee All Makes
--Awed CartiftedKeering Alv Specialists

Cassette Tape

Auto-level assures perfectvolume recording. cue/review
helps find selections fast.
M14-800 Batteries extra

139
•Each
Reg. 2.79
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MORE POWER TOYOU.

Lincoln Federal Savings & Loan
has been acquired by 1st Nationwide Bank,
a Federal Savings Bank.We're one ofthe
nation's largest savings institutions, with over
$15 billion in assets,offices in eight states,
more than 100 years ofsolid,steady growth,
and most important,a management team
second to none.
With these vast new resources to
draw on,there's more power to us.
We've got more money to lend,
and new ways for your savings to earn more.
Plus many more places you can get at your
money: 1st Nationwide Bank offices in

California, New York,Florida,Hawaii,Ohio,
Colorado and Missouri,as well as right here
in Kentucky. And through our membership
in the 1st Nationwide Network,you'll have
check-cashing privileges at hundreds ofother
convenient locations throughoutthe nation.
Powerful means personal,too.Our
people will take the time to give you answers,
suggestions,and sound advice. In English,
not Bank-ish.We've even set up a special tollfree number you can call to find out all
about 1st Nationwide Bank: 1-800-245-0111.
We'll be glad to sit down and talk
with you about your current accounts,the

new services we'll be offering,or about
any other banking need.IRAs.Home mortgages. Refinancing. You name it.
Because more banking power for us
means more banking power for you.
A powerful reason to continue
banking right here.
Or to start.
Lincoln Federal Savings & Loan is now:

PAI1ST NATIONWIDE

BANBmK
inATIONWIDENEMORK .

Over $15 billion in assets. Over 250 offices in California,New York,Florida,Hawaii,Ohio,Colorado,Missouri and Kentucky.
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Consumers urged to lobby on nutrition issued
WASHINGTON (AP) — A consumer group, Public Voice for
Food and Health Policy, says people should keep nutrition in mind
when making 1987 New Year's
resolutions.
The private, non-profit
organization says this is the year
for "do-it-yourself nutrition education" and that the public should
take a larger Wind in determining
national dietary and health
policies.
Public Voice Executive Director
Ellen Haas said the group's fourth
annual New Year's resolutions for
consumers highlights some of the
areas in which Americans should
become more active.
"The Congress, the federal
agencies, supermarkets,
restaurants and other institutions
and organizations know they can
do better to improve consumers'

access to bettor nutrition," Ms.
Haas said. "This is the time for
consumers themselves to push for
positive change."
According to Public Voice,
which says its interests are
directed to consumer research
education and advocacy, here are
some of the 1987 actions consumers should consider:
—Write members of Congress
asking for mandatory federal fish
Inspection. Currently, only 13 percent of fish consumed by
Americans has been inspected,
and congressional action could
change that.
—Write Agriculture Secretary
Richard Lyng urging his department to change the name of the
leaner federal beef grade, Good,
to Select to help stop discrimination against lean beef. The
Agriculture Department is now

Its cheapest energy source —
hydroelectric dams — to
residential rather than commercial or industrial customers.
Although the largest farms
have always been considered
businesses, many others have
received the cheaper hydroelectric rates that should be reserved for residential consumers,
Gray acknowledged.
"Some users had received, in
TVA's mind, more hydro credit
than they should have," he said.
"But the small farmers are going to be thrust into the commercial (status).
"We've asked TVA to come up
with an alternative means for
achieving their goals," he said.
Under the new plan, a farm
with more than one delivery
point, such as at a home, barn
and irrigation pump, will be considered a business, said Gray.
However, a farmer can rewire

Hog farmers face increased imports
WASHINGTON (AP) — Hog
farmers who have complained
about pork imports may see some
further competition this year,
although shipments of live hogs
from Canada are down, according
to Agriculture Department
analysts.
Through October, the department's Economic Research Service says, pork imports were
about 908 million pounds, based on
carcass weights after slaughter,
down 5 percent from 1985.
But the agency says imports
from Canada, the largest foreign
provider, were up 18 percent from
the previous year, while No. 2
Denmark cut back by 23 percent.
"Much of this movement in
Canadian and Danish sales is explained by exchange rates," officials said in a report. "Because
of changes in exchange rates during 1986, prices of Canadian pork
dropped in U.S. dollars."
Meanwhile, the Danish kroner
strengthened and the European
Community reduced its export
subsidies during the first half of
1986. However, the EC recently
reversed that decision.
Imports of pork products in all
of calendar 1986 probably totaled
about 1.08 billion pounds, down 4

Paducah livestock
auction is listed
Paducah Livestock Auction
Cattle 297 compared to 2 weeks
ago Slaughter Steers and Heifers
untested, Cows and Bulls steady,
Calves and Vealers steady,
Feeder Steers and Heifers
1.00-3.00 lower in holiday trading.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Breaking
utility and Commercial 2-4
33.00-38.00, Cutter and Boning
Utility 1-3, 31.00-35.25, Cutter 1-2
31.00-32.25.
SLAUGHTER BULLS. Yield
grade 1-2 1015-1710 lb. indicating
77-79 Carcass boning percent
401)0-42.00.
SLAUGHTER CALVES and
VEALEFtS: Choice 275 lb. Vealer
60.00, Choice 300 lb. Calf 51.00,
Good 44.00
FEEDERS:STEERS: Medium
No. 1 200-300 lb. 59.00-66.00, 300-400
lb. 60.00-63.00, 400-500 lb.
56.00-60.50, 500-700 lb. 56.00-58.00,
700-900 lb. 51.00-56.00, Medium No.
2300-500 lb. 52.00-61.00, Small No. 1
350 lb. 45.00 610 lb. 45.00
HEIFERS: Medium No. 1
245-295 lb. 55.00-60.00, 300-400 lb.
51.00-57.00, 400.500 lb. 49.00-55.00,
000-600 lb. 41.00.54%, Affedium No.
2 300-500 lb. 44.00-50.00, 500-650 lb.
37.00-48.00, Small No 1 380 lb.
49.00.

percent from 1985, but are expected to rise about 2 percent this
year.
"U.S. consumer incomes will
continue upward, and increased
EC subsidies should raise Danish
exports," the report said.
Live hogs imported from
Canada in the first 10 months of
1 were reported at 451,074 head,
down 60 percent from a year
earlier.

Corn prices
$2.50
2.25

2.00

1 75

1.50

considering this proposal.
— Write to the commissioner of
the Food and Drug Administration
urging the agency to adopt improved cholesterol labeling, incluciinVnformation on the percentage of calories from fat.
— When you eat out, check the
restaurant menu for low-salt, lowfat, high-fiber food offerings. Does
the restaurant offer items like
skim milk, margarine and whole
wheat breads on request? Tell
your restaurateur you want these
options.
Public Voice also said copies of
the U.S. Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, published by USDA
and the Department of Health and
Human Services, are available
from: Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402.

his property through one metering device to become a residential customer and reap the
benefits of hydroelectric power,
he said.
Studies by the TVA show that
about 75 percent of farmers
served by the utility in the
seven-state service area probably will rewire their property,
but the remaining 30,000-40,000
smaller farmers won't be able to
do so and will pay increases of 10
percent to 30 percent over the
next four years, he said.
TVA officials said they are doing what's best for the majority
of their customers.
"The intent of the change is
certainly not to hurt the
farmers," TVA Power Manager
Robert Steffy Jr. told The Knoxville Journal.
In a Journal story published
Monday, Steffy said, "We are
trying to be fair and we're phasing the changes in over a fouryear period. That's the best we
can do."
The change comes as no surprise, but farmers will suffer,
said Dan Wheeler, legislative
director for the 170,000-member
Tennessee Farm Bureau
Federation in Columbia.
"We realize it's within TVA's
prerogative to establish their
rate structure. We have known
that this has been coming up,"
Wheeler said.
"At the very best it's poor timing because of the financial problems of farming, and the
drought hasn't helped any," he
said.
Hydroelectric plants supply
one-tenth of the agency's electricity. Coal-fired plants provide
the majority of power, especially now that the utility's five
nuclear reactors are shut down
for safety reasons.
The TVA serves about 2.8
million customers in Tennessee
and parts of Kentucky, Virginia,
North Carolina, Alabama,
Mississippi and Georgia.
.111.-"•11".41••OI
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Jeff Puckett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Puckett of Hardin Route 1,
has been selected as Member of
the Month for December by the
Calloway Count.. Chapter of
Future Farmers of America. Jeff
was selected as a result of winning
the chapter FFA contest sponsored by the Courier-Journal and
Louisville Times. He participated
In the State FFA Auctioneering
contest and placed second in the
chapter tractor driving contest.
Jeff is a senior at OCHS.

Revamping
of program is
called for by
sugar group
WASHINGTON (AP) — An industry group says Congress
should give priority to changing
the U.S. sugar program, which it
says provides a protectionist
barrier to imports of lowerpriced foreign sugar.
The Agriculture Department
announced on Dec. 15 that the
1987 quota — the amount
selected foreign countries can
ship into the U.S. market — will
be reduced to slightly more than
1 million tons, down 41 percent
from 1.7 million tons this year.
E. Linwood Tipton, a
spokesman for the Sweetener
Users Group, said the USDA announcement leaves no doubt the
sugar progjram needs revamping immediately.
"The sugar program has
become one of the most protectionist laws in this country," he
said recently. "We are particularly concerned that more
U.S. cane refineries will have to
close their doors, disrupting our
source of supply and putting
more Americans out of work."
Tipton said that "thousands
have been put out of work
already" as the result of eight
refineries closing.
When he announced the reduced quota, Agriculture Secretary
Richard E. Lyng said the current law was to blame and that
new legislation would be sent to
Capitol Hill for changing the
program.

PLENTY OF ROOM'
On Our
2nd and 3rd
Dark Fired Sales

.
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16
June

23
July

Chicago Tribune Graphic,
Source Chicago Board of Trade
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Don't Blame
Your Age For
Poor Hearing.
Chicago. 111.—A free offer of special interest to those who hear hut do
not understand words has been announced by Beltone. A nqn-operating model ofthe smallest hearing aid
Beltone has ever developed will be
given absolutely free to anyone requesting it.
It's yours for the asking. so send
for it now. It is not a real hearing aid,
but it will show you how tiny hearing
help can be. The actual aid weighs
less than an eighth of an ounce.and it
fits completely into the ear canal.
These models are free.so we suggest you write for yours now. Again,
there is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Althoughh -a hearing aid
may not help everyone, more and
more people with hearing losses are
being helped. For your free sample
write today to: Department 00000,
Beltone Electronics Corporation.
4201 West Victoria Street.Ctliragir.
IL 60646.

Wednesday, January 14thx
and
•Wednesday, January 21stx
Paying $1.50 Per Hundred
Hauling On Dark Fired.
•
44
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We Do Not Book Sales.

12th & Depot, Mayfield, 247-3370

separately and is no longer hur.
ting American farmers, according to U.S. officials
Amstutz, the department's
chief negotiator in trade affairs,
said in an interview that despite
his hope for a peaceful settlement before the higher duties go
Into effect, the action moves the
EC and the United States closer

to a trade war.
_

U.S. farm supports

Remember the 10th
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The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
Into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection.
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CORN-AUSTIN
will be closed Tues. to prepare
for their Famous Storewide
Clearance Sale which
starts Wed. at 9:00 a.m.

INTO YOUR
POCKET
THIS WINTER
An electric heat pump is the most economical
system for supplying electric heat. It actually captures
"tree heat" from the outside air, even cold winter air,
and pumps warmth indoors. And because a heat
pump delivers more energy than it consumes, operating costs may be substantially lower than with other
heating systems.
Pump money into your pocket with an electric heat
pump.

Your Rural Electric Cooperative is an excellent
source of Information when It comes to choosing the
electric heat pump that's right for your home or
business. Call us.

,

-NrteNe.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Save money and energy this winter. Install an electric
heat pump outside your home and proper insulation
Inside.

First Come, First Serve

NUMPHRIES
TOBACCO
0011PANTvINC

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Fteagan's decision to impose duties on imported wine,
cheese and other European products may convince Common
Market leaders the United
States means business, an
Agriculture Department official
says.
Unless the European Community, or Common Market, is
willing to settle the dispute
beforehand, the higher import
duties will go into effect by Jan
30.
"In no way are we looking for
an accelerating (trade) war,"
said Daniel G. Amstutz, the
Agriculture Department's
undersecretary for international
affairs and commodity programs. "We are looking to
resolve these issues."
The retaliation announced by
Reagan includes a 200 percent
U.S. duty on European gin,
brandy, white wine, assorted
cheeses, canned ham, endives,
carrots and olives.
At the heart of the dispute is
the loss of a $400 million market
for American corn and
sorghum, the result of higher
barriers which went into effect
when Spain joined the EC. A
similar problem involving Portugal has been negotiated

PUMP MONEY

•
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Mirrray Ledger & Times

Duties on European imports defended

Many farmers face higher electricity rates
KNOXVILLE Tenn. (AP) —
Small Southeastern farmers
battling debt and drought will be
hit with a new problem next
year — an increase in rates for
electricity supplied by the Tennessee Valley Authority, says a
congressional aide.
"Farming is in dire straits
right now," said Jim Gray,
legislative aide to U.S. Rep. Jim
Cooper, D-Tenn. "This is going
to be the staw that broke the
camel's back."
Beginning October 1987, the
federal utility will reclassify
farms as businesses as part of a
new way,of figuring rates in its
seven-state service areas, Gray
said Monday.
About 35,000 farmers will be
affected, he said.
TVA officials said rates are
being restructured because
under federal law the utility
should be giving the benefits of
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Father's Kids Want

Parent receiving education through PACE
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The

Wei classes while their 3- and
4-year-old children attend
preschool in an attempt to improve the parent's basic skills,
children's learning skills and the
parent's child-rearing skills
In the absence of such programs, some children have little
chance to succeed in school, said
state Sen. Clyde Middleton, R-Ft.
Mitchell.
"They've become too accustomed to failure at learning," said
Middleton, who served on a task
force that pushed for PACE and
for a state Office of Early
Childhood Education and Development. The office was set up earlier

state is upending almost $1 million
to send parents to school so their
kids will have a better chance at
success.
"If you can't get the parents
educated, they can't educate their
children," said Jeanne Heberle,
state coordinator for the Parent
Child Education (PACE) program. "We have to get the
children educable befoiv they
start public schools."
The 1986 General Assembly earmarked the money for parents
without a high school diploma and
their preschool children. Parents
In the program attend adult ectuca-

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

•

I

"It's this new boyfriend, dear....
I'm just afraid one day your father's
going to up and blow him away."

this year
PACE is a new experiment in
early childhood education — a
cooperative effort to develop a
strong self-image and positive
learning habits during a child's
young years.
Early childhood education programs in Kentucky range from
preschool learning exercises at
child-care centers to comprehensive curriculums such as Head
Start, The Kentucky Post reported
In a series on education. Most are
private, church-related or agencysponsored. Head Start is federally
funded.
Early childhood education helps
prepare children to perform well
in school and helps them overcome obstacles to learning, said
Dr. Lawrence Schweinhart, a project director for High-Schope
Educational Research
Foundation.
For example, one out of four
children under the age of six live
In poverty, according to "The
Preschool Challenge," a report by
Schweinhart. "Poverty is strongly
linked to school failure," he said.
Poor children who go through
early childhood education programs are more likely to find a Job
and less likely to live off of welfare
when they reach adulthood, the
report said. They also are less
likely to be placed in special
education programs or to repeat
grade levels.
Other studies show that the
educational achievement of a
child is linked more closely to the
family's educational attainment
arid economic status than to any
other variables.
PACE aims at breaking the cycle of undereduc.stion in a state
that leads the nation In percentage
of adults who have not graduated
from high school.
Six pilot programs opened in October in counties or districts in
which 60 percent or more of the
adults have no high school
diplomas. Nine more centers will
open in 1987.

PEANUTS

`O.) SHOULD SEE HER
ROOM AT HOME MA'AM..
I4ER CLOSET AND DRESSER
DRAWERS ARE 50 NEAT...

I THINK SHE
KEEPS HER SOCKS YOU'RE
IN ALPHABETICAL. WEIRD,
ORDER!
SIR..

Woman To Be
Mistress, Not Wife
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I as 52 years old
and read your advice daily. I need
help. I am in love with a 55-year-old
man whose wife is an alcoholic
She's in a home for people who are
brain-damaged from drinking, and
will probably be there for the rest of
her life.
My problem is that his grown
children have threatened him with
complete isolation if he divorces her
to inarry mt. Last-year-he initiated
divorce proceedings, and his chil
dren carried out those threats,so he
dropped the divorce action. Now he
expects me to accompany him to the
homes of his children and socialize
with them and his grandchildren.
His children want him to have a
"girlfriend," but they don't want
their mother upset, so she is not to
know about me. Abby, Edo not care
to socialize with people who think
that being a mistress ie good
enough for me. My friend is angry
beeause I refuse to attend dinners
and social events with his children.
Money is a big factor in his
children's actions. As things presently 'tend, everything will go to
their mother, and then to them.
He can replace me much easier
than I can replace him because of
the law of supply and demand.
What can I do?
CONFUSED IN NEW YORK
DEAR CONFUSED: Not
much. Your gentleman friend
has already decided that his
children's approval is more
Important than your desire for
marriage. Now you must decide
if the privilege of being his

2.Notice

Join Us For
Worship And
Praise
Sundays6 pm.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDAMINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

WHAT'S 50 GREAT ABOUT
BEING LAZY, YOU SAY?

WHAT IF WAR WERE
DECLARED AND
NOBODY SHOWED?

DEAR SICK: Actually the
"sufferers" are those who have
to listen to her. Knowing nothing of her qualifications, it's
clear she has a very high opinion of herself — deserved or

5..

(Problems? Write to Abby. For a
personal, unpublished reply, send a
self-addiessed, stamped envelope to
Dear Abby, P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90069. All correspondence is confidential.)

2.Notits
THE Gold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 2474762.
Diamonds, black hills
goll, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson -Jeweler.

A great Christmas ideaconvert your old home
movies to video tape.
Quick service. Reasonable rates. Call
901-642-7526 or 753-8363
after 6p.m.

5. Lost and Found
LOST - black female

PARRETT S Service
Center has economy
mufflers for 421.96 installed. 200 N. 4th St.,
Murray, KY. 753-6001.

Lab. Penny Road. Answers to Max. Reward.
Call 7534793.

No Rate Increase on
Medicare Supplement
Insurance!!
Bennett & Associates has received notice there will be No Rate Increase on the "Preferred Pool"
Medicare Supplement Insurance
Plans. We are pleased to make this
announcement. Even though the
plan will cover the new '520 deductible the cost will remain below
31.00 monthly.
For information call

Bring in "proof of
purchase" and
we'll give you a
FREE
1
yr.
membership

ATTENTION ,LOUNGE. UZARDS!T1115
IS yOLIR WEEK IN THE SON.TODAQ
WE BEGIN CELEBRATING
'NATIONAL LAZY WEEK"!

DEAR ABBY: Oh, those "dirty
rats"! You blow — the ones whb get
"mad as hornets" when they hear
the expression, "Killing two birds
with one stone:" If they insist on
revamping the English language
because they read hostile feelings
into harmless expression, let's be
fair. Birds are no more sacred then
God's other creatures, so why not
stop saying "silly goose," "blind as
a bat," "eats like a pig," "stubborn
as a mule,""sly as a fox,""mean as
a snake,""I'm so hutigry I could eat
a horse," and all the other similar.
phrases I could think of in five
minutes?
RICHARD ANDERSON,
BURBANK,CALIF.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
disagree about this problem: We
have a friend who we think has "I"
trouble. She brags about herself
constantly. She is absolutely
shamelees when it comes to praising herself. Examples:"I was by far
the best-looking woman at the
party." And, "Oh, she's a good
player, but, of course, she's not as
gopd a player as I am." "It was a
good, group, but I was by far the
most intelligent one there."
DEAR RICHARD: Those
I say this woman is suffering time-honored figures of speech
from an inferiority complex. My have been around since Pike's
husband says she is suffering from Peak was a pimple, so here's
a superiority complex. What is your one writer who is not about to
opinion?
"kill the goose that lays the
SICK OF BRAGGERS golden eggs."

2 .Notice

If your family
got a new
VCR in Dec.
or Jan.
FREE
Video Club
Membeiship

GARFIELD

•••

otherwise. But her apparent
need to constantly build herself
up would indicate that she
needs constant reassurance of
her worth — which is typical of
inferiority
one
with
an
complex.

CLASSIFIEDS

New VCR?
NANCY

companion is worth the anger
and resentment you are feeling.
You are right. The law of
"supply and demand" does put
you in a tough spot.
His children may appear selfish and controlling, but their
mother is still alive — though
institutionalized and ill — so
don't be too harsh in your
judgment of them. How many
children would feel good about
a father who would divorce an
institutionalized mother to
marry another woman?

T0 GO
OVilliknineemm

Bennett & Associates
305 N. 4th

Cheri Theater* Lobby

Murray, Ky.

753-7273

Answer to
Previous Puzzle
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1 Unusual
4 Babylonian
deity
6 Strip of
leather
11 Handles with
skill
13 Proposition
15 Printer's
meeeure
18 Brightest star
in Scorpio
18 R,
U
19 Mother
21 Danish island
22 Carry
24 Era's:
printing
26 Depend on
2$ Neither
29 Angry
31 Word of
Sorrow
33 French article
34 Toward and
within
'36 Doer trail

38 Bushel: abbr.
40 "God's Little
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42 Wear away
45 Individual
47 Hastens
49 Jog
50 Skin ailment
52 Fluent
54 Greek letter
55 Ruthenium
symbol
56 Shine
59 Bromine
symbol
61 "Pete's
63 Esculent
65 Rosters
86 Steamship:
abbr.
67 Spread for
drying
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U130 0001112 1210U
000 DRUM 000
2 More
obscure
3 Prefix: down
4 Girl's name
5 Showy flower
8 Walks
leisurely
7 Article
8 Remain idle

DOWN
1 Be in debt

9 "— the
World Turns"
10 Hand gun
12 Note of scale
14 Cubic meter
17 Region
20 Turkish
regiment
23 Running
24 Roman gods
25 Sicilian
volcius0
27 Ivy League
unicarsity
30 Engrave with
acid
32 Classify
35 Beginnings
37 Ripped
38 Piece of ,xit
lumber
39 Unroll
41 Lampreys
43 Twofold
44 - tu
Brute' •
46 Printer's
measure
48 Locations
51 Urges on
53 Articles of
furniture
57 Parcel of land
58 Nickel
symbol
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THE PHANTOM

Limousine
Rental with
Chauffeur
Weddings and
Special
Occasions

Purdom
Motors,Inc.
7b3-5315
CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
Is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
newer
the
of
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"live local claim service"

5. Lost and Found
LOST - near East Elem.
Silvery-gray male cat
with white markings. Call
759-9980. Reward offered.
6. Help Wanted

INSTRUCTION

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

HEY, SAR&E! NtiOuR
HOROSCOPE SAYS
YOU'RE COMING,
NTO A LOT
OF'MONEY
!

2.Notics
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LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
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AILIANCE

Cal ToN Fro. Anytime

1203
COOK, 20-46- hours per
week. Must be able to
work day or afternoon
shift. Apply in person
between 1-5. No phone
calls Please. TJ's Bar-B8$ Chestnut.
COUNTER help. 20-46
hours per week. Must be
able to work day or afternoon shift. Apply in
person between 1-5. No
phone calls. T.J. Bar-B-Q,
806 Chestnut St.
DRIVER'S wanted must be 18 years of age,
have own car and proof
of insurance. Apply at
Domino'. Pizza.
GOVERNMENT jogs,
$16,040•859.230/yr. Now
hiring. Call 805487-400
Ext. R-8156 for current
federal list.

notisEKEEPrrt
needed. Must like children, be efficient and
dependable. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-A
Murray, Ky.
IEEE15 a fob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if
I 1 you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, 121 you
have been out of school
9 months or more, 13)
you are between ages 16
21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Council- JTPA Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
768.9373 between 8 3012 00 5 days a week.
IITLIGO delicatessen
iaorker 'and iowartenoed
milkier. Apply in person
at Owen's Food Market,
1401 West Main

Noraws...n.

CLASSIFIEDS
6. Help Wanted

19

AIRLINES now hiring
Flight Attendants
Agents. Mechanics.
Customer Service
Salaries to $50K Entry
level porritiorui Call 806687-8000 Ext A-8156 for
current listinirs

CASE

9

Situation

Wanted

Farm

Equipment

200 tractor, woods
bushhog•blade, boom
pole, chain-saw, lumber,
leh.p. wheel horse riding
mower, 1948 F-100 pickup. Good prices on all
474-8884 or 753-4440 Ask
for Tim
20 Sports Equipment
1171r sale or trade.
Stevens12 guage double
barrel shotgun, like
new, $150. Phone 7537161.

Two Women
Will Clean
Houses or
22
Musical
Offices.
isroto, baby Crand,
Call
Refinished, Mahogany
cabinet. New strings,
759-1674
hammer, frame, keys,
etc. $3500. Daytime
after 10 a.m. 753-4644,
Evenings 759EXPERIENCED house 1065.
keeper will clean WANTED: Responsible
homes. Excellent re- party to assume small
ferences. Call 753-8642 monthly payments on
piano. See locally. Call
or 759-4604.
I will babysit in my home manager at 618-234-1306
anytime
after 3p.m. Call 753-0145.

Mother Of two
will do babysitting in my home.
Weekdays only.
Preferably two
years old and
older.
753-8217

FOR SALE
Spinet-Console Mem Bargee
Wonted: Responsbis party to
tails over be money persona
on spine piano. See locally.
Cal Mr. Pwry 1400-2564500
ext. 6011A

27 Mobile Homes tor Sale

32. Apts lor Rent

1986 WILLOW Creek,
14x80, 3 BR, 2 bath,
central air unit, 10x9
storage building included. All must be
moved or make arrangements with park
owner $17,000 or take
over payments with
small down payment
437-4879 or 753-1419

NOW available furnished heated 4 room
apt No pets or children
Convenient location
Deposit required. $200
per-month 436-2756.
/q0W renting 1 & 2 RR
apts. at Embasiy. Cardinal k College Farm
Rd. Apts. Call 753-3630
NoVir renting 1 & 2 BR
apta at Embassy, Cardinal k College Farm
Rd. Apts. Cell 758-3530.

Extra nice 1981
14x52 2 BR
Mobile Home.
Like new
condition.
Call
753-3263 days,
753-5086 nights
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
1 'OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished. some new
furniture, natural gas.
electric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks

753-5200.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2811.
29.

24. Miscellaneous

Heating and Cooling

ONE 'bedroom Apartment. Located at 1628-C
Miller Ave. one block
from campus. $120 rent
and deposit. Call 753-3415.
After 5 pm 753-7123.
ONE bedroom furnished Apt $165 a
month, close to campus,
cable and water furnished. Available Dec
17th. No pets. Call
753-5980.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Ooportunity.
T-IREE bedroom new
duplex, new appliances,
central heat and air,
double carport. Call
753-7947 or 753-5114.

4

46. Homes for Sale
53 Services Offered
BY owner, 3 bedroom APPLIANCE REPAIR:
house must sell right Factory authorised for
away Just repainted, Tappan, Keivinator and
TVA approved Installa- Brown. Service on gas
tion. New roof, gas heat, and electric ranges.
nice yard 1628 Farmer microwaves, disAve. Call 753-9449. Price hwashers, re$31,500.
frigerators, etc. Earl
FOR SALE BY OWNER Lovett, 354-0966 or 753- 3 bedroom, 2 bath, E441.
Tr -Level home in CARPET installation,
Gatesbrough Sub. Cen- professional service
tral heat and air. Large Also repairs. Satisfaclot with garden area. tion guaranteed. Glenn
Must see to appreciate Bebber 759-1247.
Call 753-8200
CONTRACTOR- carpentry. painting. Big or
small we do it all.
44. Auto Services
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates.
489-2663.
Builders. Experienced builders of
houses, garages k
storage buildings. Call
474-8000.
DRIVEWAYS• white
rocked or graveled.
Also, top soil. Call
753-1537.
MGB, Midget,
FENCE sales at Sears
MOB-GT, Austin,
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Morris Minor
for free estimate for
your
needs. •
Used Par4s
GENERAL Building
ri Minor Repairs
Repair- 20 years exO Interior Work
perience. Roofing k
painting, indoor & outE Detailing
door. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057.
GLITTERING by Sears.
Clip and Save)•• •"' Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
49. Used Cars
Sears 753-2310 for free
1088 B510 DATSUN, estimate.
nearly new tires, new
A-1 Fireplace and
battery, wrecked front
fender. $425. Call 753Gas Repair, Chirnney
4361. ,
Cleaning, Masonary
1973 PLYMOU'rH Fury.
Work, Damper, Hood
Best offer. Call 753-4880
and
Firebox Repair.
ask for John anytime
after 4 P.M.
753-0953
1476 DATSUN B210, 2-dr.,
auto. transmission. 47,000
miles, local car, real good
shape, $1800. 498-8718 So.
Hazel.
1979 CFIEVROLET
Caprice Classic. 9
passenger station wagon. Perfect running
condition. Good body.
$2875 or best' offer. Call
753-1890.
1981 MERCURY Lynx,
deluxe model 2 door,
power steering, 4 speed.
Immaculate inside and
out. 30 MPG. $1,495. Call
489-2733 anytime.

n&G

753-8087

34. Houses for Rent
WE-have severarr-Zise
366 CHEVY tig block electric, heaters for sale.
BEDROOM, 6 miles
truck motor and 4-speed Also, air compressors, from town, Appl. fur•
transmission. 17,000 new & used electric nished. Garden space
WILL do babyaitting in miles since over-haul. motors, battery chargers $175 month, 4150 de& electric buffers. DW posit. Call 753-7743 ask
my home. Excellent $1000. 750-1964.
references. Call 753- '73-'81 FORD truck slid- Electric 759-1577.
for David.
8888.
ing glass, $35. Chevrolet
3 BEDROOM house,
30. Business Rentals
WOULD like to clean 3-Speed transmission,
newly decorated. $275
office or house. Call $100. 350 Chevrolet en
per month plus $200
Office space for rent
753-3781 or 753-6298 after gine, $350. 350 Pontiac
deposit. Call 753-2342.
5p.m. Have references.
engine, $250. GMC V-6
3 BR house near Universon Court Square.
engine, 5250. 400 Chrysler
ity, excellent for office or
$150 a month
engine, $250. 173, 229, 305,
family, newly decorated,
Month-to-m
onth
350, 400, 396, 454 Chevrolet
$400 a month. Call 753Will clean
Rental.
heads, $75 a pair. GM
2967.
radiators, $35. 1967-72
houses or
Call 753-1916
4 BR house, partially
For& truck parts: windfurnished, near campus.
ext. 41
offices.
shield 135, rear end $75,
Call 753-9393.
doors 635, chrome bum- ). BAT shop with office & "A" FRAME, SherHave
pers $25, fenders $35, 3 parts room. 3 miles east wood Forest, central
speed overdrive trans- on 240. Formerly used as heat/air, appliances
references
ti753-8848.
mission $125, power gsrar
furnished.
. Coleman
Call
steering $75, Willys Jeep
rental- fit S. Real Estate 753-9898.
Running gear $400. All 12th St. 800-900 sq. ft. Other houses available.
753-3781 or
parts guaranteed. Can Central heat & air Also furnished apts.
conditioning. Call 753- ROUSE for rent
install. Phone 753-6580.
753-6298
in
FOR sale or trade- 4 1694 till 5p.m., 753-7123 Buchanan area, secluded,
after
5p.m.
after 5 p.m.
good all Season radial
peaceful Rent $250, $150
tires, mounted on 4 OFFrCE space and deposit.- References.
space
for
small busi- Wood heat. Call 901-247truck wheels, $100. Call
ness. Southside Shop- 5335753-7161.
10. Business Opportunity
ping
Center.
Also, house LARGE remode)ed
JOYCE Noel Tax SerNeed An
TAVETTIM-i7FFrIn- vice. Reasonable rates. on Ky. Lake. house, 1004 Main. $325
Extra
vestment. Private party For appointment call 753-6612 or 753-4509.
Car For
monthly. Yearly lease,
seeks hands on and/or 489-244.
deposit. Carpet. Central
32.
Apts
for
Rent
A
Few
Days?
equity position with pro- KY. Lake lot by owner.
H/A. Stove, refrigeraposed, new or existing Small equity. Pay-off 1 BEDROOM duplex tor, freezer furnished.
14 Per Day
business. Write W.C. Bu- balance. Call
after near Hospital and Would sell. 759-1265.
ster Kern, P.O. Box 592, 6P.M. 901-642-7672.
downtown. Deposit re14
Per Mile
Murray, Ky. 42071.
LARGE, large, large quired. Call 436-5356 or 37. Livestock-Supplies
Rpot From Cri,m‘ At
selection of storage 753-0807.
14. Want to Buy
buildings in stock for 2 BEDROOM unFOR
SALE
Dwain Taylor
WANT to buy raw furs. immediate delivery. furnished apt. Call 753Stanley Owen Mc- Acree Portable 2041.
Grain fled bassi,
Chevrole
t, Inc.
Clellan, Pulaski, Ill. Buildings, Mayfield, 2 BEDROOM duplex in
111.00/lb. Hangnice
private
Phone 618-342-6316.
area.
ApKy. 502-247-7831.
502-753-2617
ing woight.
MUST sell 7'x18' garage pliances furnished. Lease
15. Articles for Sale
and
deposit
required.
No
BUICIC Regal. 4
1982
door with automatic
Nights 492-111264
door. $4600. Call
40 PIECES of door opener. Also, pets. Call 753-3343.
437-4912.
BR, 2 bath apt.
fiberglass, 10 and 12 feet 32"x80" storm door.
central heat & air, low SANTI-Gertuis bull, 1984 FIERO GT.
long, also lumber. Call 759-4909.
Brahama bull, 26 Loaded, AM-FM stereo,
House for rent or *ale or OAK and hickory utilities. Call 753-3949.
would trade for larger firewood $27.50 rick, 2 BR apt. Located at Brahama heifers due to AC, alloy wheels, 27,000
1104 Pogue St. $185 rent calf March 15. Also open miles, 1,500 on new
house in town. 753-4860 delivered. Call 436-2778.
& deposit. Before 5p.m. Santi-Gertuis heifer engine. $6700. Call 753after 5P.M.
OAK firewood, $25 a
753-3415, after Sp.m. ready to breed. One mare 6622.
BEDROOM suite $150, rick,
delivered & 753-7123.
and pony Reasonably 1984 FORD Tempo.
bedroom suite 185. stacked. Call
759-4905.
2 BR duplex. 2 BR priced. 474-8884 or 753- Warrantied commutor
camper topper $35,
car. Like new, 52xx.
chest of drawers, OAK & hickory furnished apt. Lease & 0640. Ask for
Ton_____IMMENTAtr
$4500. Call 758-8848.
lamps, table and chairs, firewood for sale. - Call deposit. No pets. 753436-2587.
Simbrah
bulls.
Per9208 after 4p.m.
T.V., baby items, misc.
1984 LTD, brougham,
formance & semen charocal, all power, tilt,
SEASONED firewood. 3 BEDROOM, /
Call 753-5292 or 753-9083.
tested.
Excellent
Oak,
qua].
hickory,
mixed
CIWYRTITYunfurnished apartment.
air, cruise, power win11
hardwoods- min. order-2 Very large and nice. ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, dows, new tires.
after 6 P.M. 759-1040.
$5500.
Ky.
522-8794.
ricks$30/rick
delivered. Walking distance to
Call 489-2704 after 6p.m.
GREEN velvet couch
For
a
full
measurecall campus. Central gas
CADILLACS, Merand 2 gold velvet chairs
38. Pets-Supplies
heat and water paid.
like new. Also, 2 bed- John Boyer at 763-0338.
cedes, Porsche, etc.
AKC Toy Poodles-. Make direct from Governroom trailer for rent. LP grade your old system Call 7,63-7276
your
pick now with ment. Seied in drug
at dealer cost. Satellite CHEERY large 2 bedCall 753-5209.
WHIRLPOOL re- Repair Service, Murray, room apt. partially deposit. 3 males and 1 raids. Available your
female,
born Dec. 20th, area. Save $thousands$.
furnished. $260 per
frigerator, only $8 per Ky. 4744648.
216-453-3000, including
week. Rudolph WASHER and dryer. month includes gas heat $75 each. 502-436-2901.
Goodyear-Whirlpool, Also, 1969 VW. Call 759- and water. North 7th St. FOR sale or trade- Sunday, Ext. A547.
rabbit dog, 3 1/2 year
4915.
Phone 759-4923.
753-0695.
old beagle
Call 50. Used Trucks
WHIRLPOOL EXTRA
16. Home Furnishings
Microwave oven, only furnished apt. at 311 753-7161.
1978 CHEVROLET 1 Ton
rs 2 car hauler $6250. Call
BEAUTIFUL 4 piece $4 per week. Rudolph North 5th St. Water 117XIXbeagle, 1T. ritiTa
759-1964.
Kimball bedroom suite Goodyear- Whirlpool, furnished, central heat old, $50. Call 753-9291.
& air $200 per month. No PEEKAPOO, $85; re- 1979 DODGE 4x4, 6 cyl.,
Including mattress and 753-0595.
gistered Chihuahua, s.w.b., $1200. Call 753pets. Call 753-5980.
mirror. $400 or best
2 6 . TV -Radio
EXTRA nice, large, fur- $175; registered 7161.
offer. Call 753-1890.
WHIRLPOOL heavy 11AGNAVOX console NANO, 1 BR apt. Utilities Pekinese, $175. 1-879- 1979 ELCAMINO with
duty washer, only $6 per color T.V., only $7 per paid. Near hospital & Un- 8532.
Gem top. Also, 3-piece tan
week. Rudolph iversity. Deposit re- IJNIQUE puppies living room suite. Call
week. Rudolph
available
quired.
753-8756
in
or
753Murray.
AKC 759-4111.
Goodyear- Whirlpool, Goodyear- Whirlpool,
registered Penbroke
3415.
753-0696.
753-0695.
FORD Ranger or Chev.
FURNISHED duplex. Welsh Corgies. Two S-10, V-6,
automatic,
on lake front, 2 apts. males left. Call 753-7986.
power, 83-85 clean. Call
with
2
BR, water fur5 Gal. Tar
753-678,4.
nished, no pets. $250 43. Real Estate
plus deposit. 436-2402.
50 Lb. USA 20 Common Nails. .810.00
ROPPEILUD Realty 52. Boats -Motors
LARGE upstairs apt. offers a complete range 2 SAIL
boats - 1-16 foot
Big Stock
Private entrance for 3 of Real Estate services
Larson "C" Scow,
Vinyl Flooring
$2.99 sq. yd. and up
or 4 girls, furnished, with a wide selection of
fiberglass. 1-18 foot
utilities included, nice quality homes in the
Chrysler Buckane9t7Metal Gatos
neighborhood. Call 753- city & in thV county All
fiberglass. Both with
price ranges. Phone
2813.
Doors
$10.00 IfUR-Cal apts. Nor- 753-1222 for courteous. traller,excellent condiFiberglass
competent Real Estate tion. 438-2879.
$3.50 Sheet and up
thwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR
service.
We make buy- 53 Services Offered
Now renting. Equal
Low Full Unit Price and Truck Loads
ing & selling Real
Housing Opportunity
2 IKEN want to do yard
Estate easy for you.
759-4964.
work. Tree trimming,
NEW
bedroom
IT7c. 44. Lots for Sale
removal of unwanted
IS mile Hazel. Ky. on 641
(901) 498-8964
Appliances, central
trees & shrubbery,
ADJOININ
lots.
H/A. Northwood Sub
hauling & wood for sale.
$325 plus deposit. No New Concord area All
No job to big or small.
pets. Call 753-1963 or for $ 1 200 Phone Free
estimates. ReAMERICA'S #1
436-5574
486-2854.
ferences, experience.
17017-rbedroom duplex 45 Farms
COFFEE
Call 753-0680- or
for Sale
in Westwood. with large
(TOP NAME IN U.S.A.)
754-1683.
,
wood deck. $325 month
rtn, APPLIAMez
t
i !rinis itt=71111=
WHOLESALE ROUTE
Lease, deposit. 753-0814.
running water, 2 barna SERVICE.
Kenmore,
and house Fenced
Restodc From Car
NICE I bedroom
Westinghouse,
Good
neighbors
$65,000
duplex.
Stove,
refrig.
Whirlpool. 25 years
Work Own Hours
and water furnished. 2 - slightly negotiable. experience. Parts and
$4000 Investment
miles east. $195 plus Phone 4744884 or 753- service. Bobby
r.
=ant, groBt. ROUTE bu
h,ellness IZIOL
deposit 753.1513 after 0640. Ask for Tim
IARLOAX
Bob's Applianc
CA
"
le tr•
harxaUsta
toe
ss
4P.M.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
OLD PRODUCT clocked by *vary MOW eel 48rs. ItnJoyo
NICE one bedroom 46. Homes for Sale
UtatInts repeat boatman
Business 753-4872, 4114duplex. near downtown
'due ampere up to
IFIEDRAM
I 5848 (home).
Unfurnished. Lease. No bath, electric heat And APPLIANCE
repair.
pets. $140 per month. air, small garden space. washers, dryers•
TRASH applications NOT eansIdarad, Intarcionos granted ON
Deposit. Cali 7511-1013.
Small out-building
refrigerators- rangee
I.T to etnetly QIIALITTED premweentid applicants submittals
ROW Leasing, new Located on quiet street air cond. George Hodge
(al tams at
to ad) ea the lolionliog
condo-style apartments. near University. Priced & Son, 10 Dixieland
(II Tints a=t
ioaroloe aeammte
University view, patio. in 30's Call 758-3671.
Shopping Center ,753(pays. Etrimbsp areekende
large 2 bedroom, ap- WI-IY rent' Buy new
tss01113.41MSZOCUIMISKSIGU PROINNIONBAIIIRse
plianees,
isissasseary NON IN RANK
re
, pr.-app.-9d V A
RAMILTON CtilttiTil
(AT Mir Or RICIPOPEDINO TO Al'
central gas heat and air. home. You want a horn* Marble. topssinks411) Tait Car sad Phone Number
quiet and ideal for retired ask questions? Call panels, custom
made
Writs Dan MOP e/o Oda papar
persons $350 monthly
Coleman Real Estate vanities. Free Est. 753Call 753-4011
9400

$6.00

Kirray Ledger 81 Times
53. Services Offered
NOTICE- Trrmerly
Joiner Tree Service now
Colley's Tree Service,
14 years . experience.
Topping, pruning or
stump removal. Complete tree care. Owner.
Elroy Colley- 753-0366
for tree estimate.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868 evenings.
PAINTING =Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential Free eit•
timates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1967
MIRING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
Duckling Rent-ACar. Also, used cars
wholesale to the public.
Cut out the middle man.
Buy direct. We have
warranties from 6 mo. to
2 years or 24,000Miles on
some cars. We rent cars.
trucks, vans- day, week,
or the month. Some cars
as low as $11 a day, 11
cents a mile. Special
monthly rates. 1312 W.
Main. Phone 753-6910.

rmy

INCOME OF 8700 WEEK UP

•

wrr

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO
siding. Custom ukn
work. References.
Call WM Ed Bailey
753-0689

•

•

ID WOOD CABINETS I.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry a
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
cossernma PRICES Deo, ay II Sao Our Display
•

753-5940

- 409 Sunbury. Circle

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Referenc
e)

All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center
205 North 4th St.-753-4110

John Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
We Service What We Sell

TOP HAT --'''
I
F
.

CHIMNEY SW EEPS

621
6
- (901) 642-1311

15 years experience
LAPS 11414,IAl LED

el,,ffignEv OWNER

IDLINDLIY‘
R MG"

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trona and Carrier dealer
for sole, end service In Murray
mow

Residential & Commercial

(502) 489-2580 (502) 345-2602

Your Ad Could Be Here
Call Classifieds

and Calloway County.

802 Chestnut.

753-1916

woropresettuccOn c•

753-8181

Poison Control
753-7588

----

-

T & tiA Cleaning

Prompt & Professional-Residential & Commercial
Fret Estimates
Licensed, insured A bonded.
492-8254

HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER

Truck Wash
MURRAY, KY 42071

N.

(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
ME 8-5
Sell auto luggage racks.

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE

sr
ii

'

Starting A New Business?

RENTAL SALES

Individualized logos &

CENTER

drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!

Buy Ashley Stoves For Quality Heating

753-8201

Call 759-9567

211 Main

•

.

li

Hill Electric

TVA APPROVED
CONTRACTORS

24 Hour Service
Industrial
Commercial
Residential
753-9562

Sae us for all your building moods:
homes, businesims, additions. romodoiing, cabinets, Insulation, roofs, windowser doors, painting. Absolutely no
lob too small. Free estimates.

SEWING MACHINE REPAIR
All Makes and Models

ROBERTS & WALTER CONSTRUCTION
Murray, Ky.

after 4 p.m.

Home andOrlustrial
40 Years Experience •
AilsWork Guaranteed

753-2930

Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
15 Years

Experience Estimates Welcomed

Dumiaway's Body Shop
sos N. 4th Street
Murray, KY

Bus. 753-8730

42071
Res. 753-6965

M CHEL N"
BECAUSE SO Nen Min

ON Malin

753-1489 .„„..4,,...,,,
,...:,•
,..

CARROLL

Spouse Abuse

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence
6-

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-5131 753-6952
Ray Elkins Carpet Laying

20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship
•Co•nputawlyed
1
' J
753-9559
_
To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
Tire & Wheel Alignment
•Info 11•41 Whaisil Alignment
Who& asioncing
110S Foga*
Murray. Ky

753!1916

Mods

call:
-Friday 8 a.m.-5 pm. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.

t
a.
g"
-4",'
.
4i;k's
,
Vilt>.1444

.0

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841
Center Or, off 641

PH 502-759-4034 DAYS 502-753-1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

RT 2 BOX 45A

_

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING

INSTALLLL)

$12.00

PASCHALL SALVAGE

53 Services Offered
53 Seryksis Offered
INSULATION blown in If-73
17;1E7
aintby Sears. TVA ap
ing Jobs. 20 years
proved. Save on those experience Cheapest
high heating and coolman in Murray. Call
ing bills. Call Sears 753-8809.
753-2310 for free
BASEMENT'! We
estimate.
make wet basements
LEE'S CARPET dry. Work completely
CLEANING. For all guaranteed Call or
your carpet & upholst- write Morgan Conery cleaning. For a free struction Co. Rt. 2. Box
estimate call 753-5827. '409A, Paducah, Ky
Satisfied references.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
LICENSED Electrichut
for residential Ind
REX CAMP
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
f3ackhoe
and treninstallation and repair
ching service, inPhone 758-7201
MOBILE HOME
stalling city sewer,
Specialist Repair,
water lines, septic
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
tank, lateral lines,
wiring, hurricane
INrstaD. 759-4860.
master plumber E
work on your
30
years.
trees? We can beautify
your yard by toping,
shaping, dead-wooding or
753-9224
removing dead or diseased trees. For
satisfaction call the pro56.
ven professionals at
Bover's Tree Service- 758- 4 PUPPIES, part Collie
0338. The competition part Lab. 6 weeks old
knows us- you should too. Call 758-8074

-
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MIIS Calendar

8-day-old infant dies after heart transplant

idooday,Jaa.5
J . V k Varsity girls vs. Calisle(Yunty/here/ 6 p.m.
Wednesday,Jas.7
Activity period: Computer and Academic Club, Juniors meet for
class ring design (officers)
Report card distribution/8:25-8:30 a.m./Homeroom.
Report card collection/2:50-2:56 p.m./Homeroom.
Thursday,Jaa.8
Freshmen Boys vs. Milton County/here
IV. and Varsity Girls vs. Reidland/there/13 p.m.
Friday,Jan.II
Varsity doubleheader vs. Fulton County/there/6 p.m
Saturday, Jan. 16
Heath Academic Tournament/Executive Inn/Paducah
First round: MHS vs. Meridian/10 a.m.
Bardstown Speech Tournament
Freshmen and J.V. Girls at CC}/1 p.m.
WSJP #188 at 12:30 p.m.

LOUISVILLE Ky. AP — The
infant who underwent a heart
transplant at Kosair Children's
Hospital and later died was born
prematurely and had a fatal heart
defect, a surgeon said.
The 8-day-old child, known as
Baby Michael, underwent the
surgery Saturday and died that
night. He weighed Just under 5
pounds and encountered dif.
ficulties almost immediately after
receiving the heart of a brain-dead
California child, The CourierJournal reported in today's
editions

Hog market listed

OBITUARIES
Graham Bailey
Graham Bailey, 76, of Bloomfield Hills, Mich., died Sunday
night at Veterans Facility at
Grand Rapids, Mich. Until recently the Baileys had resided on South
16th Street, Murray.
Born Oct. 27, 1910, in Callowa,y
County, he was the son of the late,
Felix Bailey and Anna Ratteree
Bailey.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hortense Adams Bailey, to whom

he was married in 1934; one son,
Bob Bailey and his wife, Patti, and
two grandchildren, Jason and
Jeremy, Grand Rapids; three
sisters, Mrs. John T. (Anna Mae)
Lassiter, 810 Minerva, Murray,
Mrp. Herbert (Vera) Farris, Macclenny, Fla., and Mrs. Alberta
King, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray will be in charg of
funeral and burial arrangeme ts.

Rev. Edgar Farris
•

The Rev. Edgar Farris, 91, of
Coleman, Fla., former resident of
Calloway County, died Friday at 8
p.m. at Veterans Administration
Hospital, Gainesville, Fla.
He was a retired United
Methodist Church minister. His
wife, Mrs. Bonnie Lee Farris,
preceded him in death.
Born June 23, 1895, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Albert P. Farris.
Survivors are three sons,
Howard E. Farris, Taveriner,

Fla., Don W. Johnston, Morgan City, La., and James P Johnston,
Dearborn, Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
Lola White, Murray; one brother,
Charles Farris, Louisville.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. A. Nowell Bingham will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Rose Ann Childers
Mrs. Rose Ann Childers,85, died
Monday, Dec. 22, at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Mildred L.
Gass, 4091 N.W. 52 Ave., Lauderdale Lakes, Fla.
She and her husband, the late
Rev. A.G. Childers, lived in Murray after his retirement from the
ministry.
Before moving to Florida, Mrs.
Childefirlie:ited- as housemother
for Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity,
Murray State University, for four
years.
She was an active member of
Murray Star Chapter No. 433

Order of the Eastern Star,
American Legion Auxiliary and
United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Childers is survived by her
daughter, Mrs. Gass; two grandchildren, Linda G. Scott, Plano,
Texas, and Robert L. Gass Jr..
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; two greatgranddaughters, Kelly Gass and
Kimberly Gass, Fort Lauderdale.
Services were held Wednesday,
Dec. 24, at Aldersgate United
Methodist Church, Fort
Lauderdale.
Burial was in Forest Lawn
Memorial Gardens there.

Robert Eart Sledd
Services for Robert Earl Sledd
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Jackson Funeral Home,
Dukedom, Tenn. The Rev. Charles
Jobe officiated.
Burial was in Oak Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Sledd. 55, Rt. 3, Dresden,
Tenn., died Friday morning at
Volunteer General Hospital, Martin, Tenn.
He served in the United States

Air Force and was a veteran of the
Korean Conflict.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Rita
Sledd; one son, Tommy Medd,
Latham, Tenn.; one stepdaughter,
Vicki Collins, South Fulton, Tenn.;
two stepsons, Scott Wallace, Murray, and Jimmy Walker,
Dukedom; his mother, Mrs. Rcode
Leach Sledd, and one brother,
Henry Sledd, both of Murray; five
step-grandchildren.

John Calvin McDaniel
The funeral for John Calvin
McDaniel is today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev. Larry Peach is
officiating.
Burial wW follow in Bolton
Cemetery.
Mr. McDaniel, 76, Rt. 1, Sym
sonia, died Friday at 11:40 p.m.
He was a retired farmer and a
member of Calvary Holiness
Church, Paducah. His wife, Mrs.
Myrtle McDaniel, preceded him in
death.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Louise Green, Paducah, and
Mrs. Patsy Wilson, West Palm
Beach, Fla.; one son, Bobby Vin-

son, Paducah; three sisters, Mrs.
Elsie Williams, Murray, Mrs. Nell
Howard, Henderson, and Mrs.
Rosalee Stroud, Dublin; one
brother, William McDaniel,
Calvert City; 10 grandchildren; 10
great-grandchildren.
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Oil, Lube &
Filter
$999
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471/1
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U.S.Tobaceo

COUPON

PAT GOSSUM

with coupon
We II odd up to 5 qts of
Hai/ohne lOW 30 10%19 40
motor oil arid give your car
complete checkup.
Good on most cars and
light trucks
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Coll 753 0595

SA
10%to251%
and
up to507is
w OFF
STOREWIEIE
Murray Home & Auto has been purchased by the All
Seasons Corporation.In order to make room for new
merchandise,everything in the store has been reduced and now is on sale.
*Paint
•Kitchenwares
*Tools
•Electronics

•Plumbing Supplies
•Gas Grills
*Toys
•Nuts & Bolts

Sporting Goods
*Auto Supplies
•Lawn & Garden Supplies
•And Much More

HURRY!
Sale-Good Through Jan. 10

Murray Home & Auto

19S0
Ford
Fairmont
Posiref Irttmortist. TRowee Oriiiris, Eli:
Auteataik Transmission, 52,XXX

Michael's condition was worse
than the previous two because of
his smallness and deformed aorta
After the new heart was in place, it
began swelling and It became impossible to close his chest, he said
'The transplant Itself went extremely well,' said Mavroudis

New Owner's

NO TICE

will be closed Tues. to prepare
for their Famous Storewide
Clearance Sale which
starts Wed. at 9.00 a.m.

GM

US 3-3 MOO Os..
Ilasrs 113114•43411

hospital and the first unsuccessful
effort.
Dr. Constantine Mavroudis, who
performed the transplant, said

Stock Market
+18.71
Indoetrial Average
192/.31
Previous Close
30% + %
Air Products
/
4A
I7%B 171
A.T.C.-Class A
26% %
AT&T
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38% +%
Chrysler
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..
28 -%
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/
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Ford
GA.?.
Si% +154
57% +TA
General 1180Mrs
75 +%
GemOorp, 110.
Goodrich
44% 3/1
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
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The paper said the infant was
from western Kentucky.
The transplant was the third
such operation at the Louisville

Chestnut Street
_Murray, Ky.
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WHOLE BOSTON BUTT SUCED INTO

PORK STEAK

LB.
MARKET MADE ITAUAN STYLE FRESH

SPORK
UPER TRIM STEAK

79

BIG JOHN'S

FILLET OF PORK
u. 129
SLICED BACON

I.

HOUSER VALLEY MARKET PAK

DELTA PRIDE

WHOLE FRESH
CATFISH
HUNTER

SUCED

BACONa $
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TOP QUALITY IEATS

" till 49
z

HOLLY FARMS MIXED CUT PARTS OF
freor.eir.
,,
,

•

AF.-a,`441v*
4

FRYERS
LB.

CENTER CUT

SMOKED
PORK CHOPS

s289

METZGER

FRESH SLICED BARBECUE HAM LB.$499
DELI MEATS ECKRICH THIN SLICED
LB.$439
ROAST BEEF
$41%29 BIL MAR
COLBY LONGHORN
$229
LB- A
CHEESE
TURKEY BREAST LB AO
PRE-SUCED AMERICAN $4%19 ECKRICH
$39
CHEESE u. L HONEY HAM
Ls.

'Tha

OI
J ,

N FROZEN FAVORITES
ORE IDA CRINKLE CUT

RAIRRET

POTATOES

T.V. DINNERS

1 LB.

11 OZ.

WEIGHT WATCHERS

LASAGNA

12.750L$219

WEIGHT WATCHERS

49
60L$2
CHICKEN NUGGETSPEPPERONI,SAUSAGE

- 219

WEIGHT WATCHERS COMBINATION,

PIZZA

6.25 OZ.

DAIRY ITEMS FOR THE FAMILY
PARADE AMERICAN SINGLES

UTE FLUFF

CHEESE

6

BISCUITS

149

PASTINESS AMEN
CHEESE FOSO SLICES
•••••••••••

120Z.

MAUL/ OM WM

PRAIRE FARMS ASST.FLAVOR

YOGURT

8

FOR
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PARADE SPREAD

218.9a-
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ED
IN STORE
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PARADE MOZARELLA OR MILD OR MEDIUM

CHEDDAR CHEESE
FRENCH

BREAD
BUTTER FLAKE

ROLLS
FUDGE

BROWNIES
BLUEBERRY

DONUTS
APPLE

FRITTERS
SORRYAOT AVAILAIIII
IN ALL STAGES

ANGEL FOOD

CAKE

C

$187
1207.

87C
87C

1 LB. LOAF
DOZEN

4
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REDEEM YOUR PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE COUPONS HERE
C SCADE
1 PURITAN

DISH
POWDER

VEGETABLE OIL

19
32 OZ.

.
A
„ MLA GIANT CORN,PEAS OR

GREEN BEANS
16 OL CANS

2 87c
FOR

'llgi* CREST PUMP

,

I. TOOTHPASTE
It
4.6 OL
JIF

$299 PEPTO BISMOL

PEANUT BUTTER

26 OZ.

FAYGO

ZEST BATH

SOAP
MORTON HOUSE
BEEF STEW

4BAR PACK$187

SODA POP
MORTON HOUSE

$129

240Z.

soz.$219
160z.3F0s87

59

CHIU

15 OZ.

PARADE TALL

GENERIC

LIGHT BULBS

2 PACK87C

HUNGRY JACK INSTANT

KITCHEN BAGS

15 CT.$119

SIC MINI TWIN PACK

POTATOES

16 OZ

-

$119
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WE HAVE THE FRESHEST
FRUITS & VEGETABLES

GRUM RIPE

BANANAS
CALIFORNIA GARDEN FRESH
RED OR GREEN LEAF

LETTUCE

CAUFORNIA

BROCCOLI

7'
CAUFORNIA

2

CARROTS

Li• BAG87

BUD OF CAUFORNIA PASCAL

CELERY

•

77°
15 $287
3F0R8'7°
EACH

NORTHERN GROWN RED NO. 1 GRADE

POTATOES

LL BAG

CAUFORNIA

GREEN ONIONS
LB.
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MONTS RUINVED
NONE SOLD TO KAMM
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